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Report 
Hints Hike Must W ait
* t  V /
“HERE’S HOW IT’S DONE.”
says John Anderson, 10. of 941 
Stockwell Avenue, a grade four 
student of Martin Avenue
School. Attentive young lady 
“student” is Karen Kepes, age 
three, of 949 Stockwell, a vis­
itor to the school on Open House
Day, Wednesday. Local schools 
welcome visitors until Friday to 
observe Education Week.
R ura l R a tepaye rs 
R e ject School Tab
Representatives of rural areas icial meeting held last night. ’The 
have refused to approve the delegates represent the rural at- 
1959 sciippL budget,, until they Uendance area from -Oyama south
know what portion of. the expense to Peachland., 
will be borne by the provincial I It was emphasized the school 
gcvernmcnt. 1 representatives have full con-
Dccisioh was made at a spe-lfidcnce in the Kelowna District
VICTORIA (CP)' — Sweeping 
changes in the British Columbia 
Workmen’s Compensation Act, in­
cluding increased benefits and a 
new appeal procedure under a 
separate medical review panel, 
were contained in legislation in­
troduced in the legislature Wed­
nesday.
AQUATIC POOL UNDER TESTS 
TO ASSURE SAFE SWIMMING
A series of tests are being earried out currently at 
the Aquatic pool to assure safe swimming water during 
the summer months.
Tests will be carried out under the supervision of 
Reginald Bowering, chief sanitary engineer for B.C. Mr. 
Bowering yesterday conferred with Aquatic president Dr. 
George Athans; Dr. David Clarke, South Okanagan 
Health Unit supervisor; Fred Alcock, sanitary inspector, 
and Aquatic directors.
Dr. Athans said experiments will first be carried out 
with tablet chlorination. If this fails to bring the water up 
to standard, other experiments will be undertaken.








VICTORIA (CP) ~  Provincial 
CCK leader Robert Strachan .said 
Wedue.sday tlie government’s new 
liihor bill w ill "turm the clock 
' back (10 ycar.s.”
In a statement issued to the 
press hero Mr, Strachan .said the 
^  legislation makes It obvious that 
recent cabinet criticisms of la- 
, bor leaders “was a build-up for 
this anil-labor legislation.”
The legislntlon, Inttodueod In 
the loglshvture Tuc.sdny, outlaws 
svmi)athy |)lokot lines and innkes 
trade unions and employer or­
ganizations legal entitles which 
are subject to law suits.
“When the workers of British 
Colninbin realize how much their 
ba.sle frccdom.s are to bo cur­
tailed, there will bo a real out­
cry,” Mr, Strachan said.
‘•'n»l.s i.s Irresixmslbllo Icgisln- 
llon nnd It Is my hope thut the 
minister of lnlK>r cap bo pre- 
valknl upon to withdraw the bill. 
“ If the government insists on 
l|forctng tilts bill on the workers 
' ot the province then wo of the 
CCF, the official op|Ki.slUon, will 
Hce n.V. ROUNDUP—Paio 8
’The measure, introduced by 
Labor Minister Lyle Wicks, fol­
lows recent criticisms of work 
mcn’.s compensation procedures, 
with special reference to appeals
The new measure will increase 
widows’ pensions to $90 from $75 
a month, the highest in Canada.
Children’s allowances will be 
increased to $35 from $25 a 
month; orphans and other de­
pendent’s allowances to $90 from 
$75 a month and parent de­
pendent’s allowances by the same 
amount on the same scale.
Under the new proposals, max­
imum allowable earnings are 
raised to $5,000 from $4,000 a 
year. Allowing, for example, an 
injured workman in receipt of 100 
per cent disability pension would 
receive $312.50 a month instead 
of $250 a month ns before.
The legislntlon proposes c.stnb- 
lishmcnt of a medical review 
panel consksting of n chairman 
nnd an employer and workmen’.s 
nominee. Its deci.slons Would be 
conclusive nnd binding on the 
Workmen’s Compensation Board 
nnd would not be open to review 
before the courts.
Otlicr major changes include a 
new nnd broader definition of the 
term accident—inclusion of more 
borderline cases—and Improve­
ment in the definition of stlico.sis 
by deletion of ’’evidenced by spe­
cific X-ruy,”
The Bill piso increases the list 
of occupations eligible for bene­
fits including motion picture pro­
duction ni)d distribution of, vend­
ing mnchinc.s.
23 board, but that they are “re 
serving Judgment” until they 
have more details.
The total budget for the dis­
trict amounts to approximately 
$1,600,000. At one time, the B.C. 
government was paying about 60 
per cent of the total amount, with 
the balance being divided among 
the three municipalities (Kel­
owna, Glenmore, Peachland) and 
the rural areas.
Last year, however, the rural 
areas paid 42.8 per cent of the 
assessed “local” amount which 
totalled $584,000. This year the 
tentative figure is $772,000.
The rural areas are normally 
assessed nine mills for education 
purposes. But if the as.sessment 
goes up (which it has), it means 
the outlying areas arc paying 
more, and the government’s 
share is reduced, a school board 
official pointed out.
JUDGMENT RESERVED
The resolution approved by the 
rural representatives pointed out 
they refuse to approve the bud­
get as they have no infprmation 
as to what the rural share would 
be, and that in view of the fact 
that there i.s a trend for the 
government to reduce its share 
of the costs, they want to "re­
serve judgment” until more de­
tails are available.
' The City of Kelowna is also 
"reserving judgment” until they 
know what portion ot the budget 
will be shouldered by rural areas 
and the government.
Die budget must bo approved 
by March 31.
OTTAWA (CP)—CCF Com­
mons members, claiming the 
Newfoundland g o v  emment’s 
move to decertify the striking 
IWA in that province is “an 
i n v a s i o n  of fundamental 
rights,” sought unsuccessfully 
today to bring about an emer­
gency Commons debate on the 
matter. Speaker Roland Mich- 
cner ruled the move out of 




eration ,o£ Labor.; presMent- David 
Archer said today the Canadian 
Labor Congress will ask British 
and other world workers to boy­
cott goods from Newfoundland.
GRAND FALLS, Nfld. (CP)— 
H. Landon Ladd, district two 
president of the International 
Woodworkers of America (CLC), 
said today “ the trade union 
movement everywhere has been 
given a stab in the back” by leg 
islation brought down in the New­
foundland House.
Premier Smallwood announced 
Wednesday he would propose 
legislation outlawing the Interna­
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters 
in the province. At the same time 
the legislature gave approval in 
principle on second reading of a 
bill to decertify the two IWA 
locals in the province.
“We will not turn back, w'e will 
not retreat,” Mr. Ladd said in 
a prepared statement.
Mr. Smallwood said in the 
Newfoundland legislature t h e  
teamsters u n i o n  is run by 
“pimps, panderers, white slav­
ers, murderers, embezzlers, ex­
tortioners and dope pedlars.”
In Niagara Falls, Ont., David 
Ar9her, president of the Ontario 
Federation of Labor, urged the 
federal government to curb Pre­
mier Smallwood’s “anti - union 
crusa^de before the whole coun­
try rises in wrath against him,” 
!^e said the Newfoundland pre­
mier’s move to boot the team­
sters union and the IWA out of 
the province was a “ violation of 
civil rights in Canada.”
Mr. Archer told a Canadian 
Labor Congress seminar:
“It’s the federal government’s 
duty to step in. Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker has been yelling 
about a bill of rights. Here’s his 
first chance to show if it’s just 
talk.”
Mr. Archer said the CLC will 
ask unions such as dock workers 
in Britain and members of the 
Seafarers’ U n i o n  to boycott 
goods from Newfoundland.
Clevc Kidd, research directc’* 
for the United Steelworkers of 
America (CLC), said: "It might 
be a good idea to send United Na­




LIVERPOOL, England (A P)- 
I Actress Sarah Churchill was car- 
I lied into court by four policc- 
j men today and found guilty of 
being drunk and disorderly.
Shoeless, and 
clad in a leop­
ard-skin coat, 
blue slacks and 
w h i t e  socks, 
the 44 - year- 
old daughter of 




An unidenti- |  
fied spectator |; 
at the rear of - . 
the court la te r ; 
paid her fine s:| 
and she was “  
freed.
Miss Churchill 
in her married 
Beauchamp.
Her husband, society photog­
rapher Anthony Beauchamp died 
of an overdose of sleeping tab 
lets in 1957.
She was arrested this morning 
after a quarrel with a taxicab 
driver.
When her name was called to 
answer the charge, she scuffled 
with court attendants. Finally 
the four policemen, with two 
women court attendants escort­
ing them, carried her into the 
dock.
Asked by the court clerk whe­
ther her name was Sarah Beau 
champ, she snapped:
“To your regret and to my 
pride—Sarah Churchill.'
The drunk and d i s o r d e r l y  
charge was read to her. She 
banged on the dock with her 
hand and shouted:
“I will not accept any charge 
until you tell your constabulary 
to take their hands off me and 
give me back my shoes.”
’The policemen complied and 
one of the women attendants 
handed Miss Churchill her foot 
gear.
“Thank you very much,” said 
Miss Churchill. " I’ll give you the 
MBE.”
THE WEATHER
Ktm»y with cloudy |icrlqd» to 
tiny. Cloudy Friday wlUi a few 
showers hi Iho nfternoon. Little 
chiinge In icnnK'iaturc. Wind 
Miuth 20 in main valleys I'rlday. 
jthcrwl.to light. I.OW tonight nnti 
high Fridny nt Kotownn 30 and 
10 'iV'nitKjratures recorded Wed 
aesdtiy 29 and 42.
^  C«n«da’» lllih-l<«)W
Kamlaopa -------- ............... 51 \
Kenora, Oat, ................. L -S
BULLETIN 
WORLD HOCKEY 
Canada 9 Poland 0
B.C. Education M inister 
Convicted, Assessed $10
NANAIMO (CP) — Education 
Minister Peterson was convicted 
in police court here of speeding 
and was fined $10 and $3.50 costs.
Police said they clocked his car 
going between 63 and 65 miles an 
hour on the 'rruns-Cnnada High­
way south of here Sunday, The 
speed limit is 50 miles an hour.
Government Tables 
Canada-U.S. Studies
OTTAWA (C P)—The government has been advised 
that vast sums of money and much time would be required 
to change Canada’s $55-a-month old age pension plan to a 
irogram similar to the United States employee-employer con­
tributory scheme paying as much as $127 a month.
Professor Robert M. Clark, in a 861-page fact-finding 
report weighing almost six pounds, said also that while there 
may be many advantages—and some difficulties—in imple­
menting a contributory pensions program, Canadians could 
not expect to get the high benefits of the U.S. because Cana­
dian earning power is much lower than across the border.
Average incomes in Canada were about 30 per cent be­
low those in the U.S., the University of British Columbia pro- 
cssor said in his two-volume report tabled today in the Com­
mons by Health Minister Monteith.
Because of these lower earnings, Canadian benefits would 
be less than the American “even if the Canadian people were 
prepared to have a substantially higher proportion of their 
national income go into such pensions than will the people 
of the U.S.”
While the American contribu­
tory program paid high maxi­
mum pensions, average benefits | 
under the Canadian old age se­
curity program compared favor­
ably with American averages asl 
of 1958, Professor Clark said.
However, in January American 
benefits were boosted by about OTTAWA (CP) —Highlights of
seven per cent the Clark report on the U.S. andUnhke the Canadian program, « , ,  ^
the American plan was s e l f - s u p - p e n s i o n  sys* 
porting but Professor Clark sug- terns tabled today in the Com- 
gested there was a fallacy in this. |mons.
Development of a govern­
ment contributory old age pen­
sion plan in Canada, as exists 
in the U.S., would have many 
advantages but some difficul­
ties would be encountered.
Vast sums of money would 
be involved in any major 
change in Canadian pensions 
legislation. Several years might 
be required to change the ex­
isting plan.
Because average incomes In 
Canada are about 30 per cent 
below those in the U.S., ben­
efits provided by a contribu­
tory pension scheme In Canada 
in the next 10 years might be 
"significantly less” than those
PENSION PROBE 
HIGHLIGHTS
The minister did not appear In 
court. His lawyer pleaded guilty 
on his behalf.
Another member ot the jirovin- 
clul cabinet. Highways Minister 
Gnglar i', has boon ticketed three 
times for .speeding and had his 
driver’s licence suspended for a 
brief period.
PLEADED NOT GUILTY
Then she turned to the clerk 
and said “ Right, what is the 
charge?” Having heard it, she 
pleaded not guiity.
A police witness, Constable 
Kenneth Hill, said a taxi driver 
pulled up to him this morning, 
pointed to his passenger — Miss 
Churchill—and said she refused 
to pay hpr fare of 2s 9d.
Hill said he asked her to pay 
the fare and she replied: “Go to 
hell. I have no money."
’The American self-support was 
achieved “partly at the expsnse 
of future generations.” By 1969,
American contributions would 
have to be boosted just to main­
tain the expense of benefits.
The Canadian $55-a-month pen 
sion, paid to all 70 and over, is 
financed by a special two per 
cent tax on personal and corpor­
ation incomes and commodity 
sales. These revenues have failed 
to cover outlays. The deficit this 
year is estimated at $190,000,000 
a charge against the current 
budget
’The American contributory pro­
gram is financed by a tax of 2V4 
per cent on employees, 214 per 
cent on employers and 3% per 
cent on the self-employed. By 
1969, these American taxes arc to I paid in the U.S. 
be increased to AVz per cent on 
employees and employers and to 
6% per cent on the self-employed.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker 




IIAZELTON, Pn. (AP) -  Fire 
.swept up the elevator shaft of 
the five-storey Gary Hotel early 
today, sending guests leaping 
from windows, sliding down 
wires nnd climbing down fire 
UuldtT.s.
Police nmi fire nutliorlUcs re­
ported nt least two dead, two 
critically injured and 24 others 
taken to ho.spltals for treatment 




Kel6wna scliool trustees andeouver newspapers recently to
Compensation 
Act Penalties
VICTORIA (CP) -  Dio penalty 
for employers whose “gross neg­
ligence” causes n compensable 
nccidcnt will be increased to 
$1,000 from $300 under proposed 
nmendments to the Workmen’s 
Compcnsntlon Act.
The nmendments were pro 
sented to the legislature Wcditcs 
day.
district superintendent Gordon 
Johnson have suggested the de­
partment of education conduct an 
investigation Into the administra­
tion of Kelowna Senior lllgh 
school.
At the same time they denied 
reports appearing In two Van-
B.C. IN  THREE-WAY TIE
W e s t Holds Curling Lead
QUEBEC (CP)-Ontnilo came 
up with an hcrotq effort today in 
an attempt to topple unbeaten 
Saskatchewan but \ the western 
rink prevailed in u tight (T5 win 
ill tile seventh round nt the Cann- 
(linn curling chun\plonsliip.(
Ted Scllcirs' Unionvillc quartet 
battled pU the way with the 
Richardson fainlty rink of Re­
gina. There wore three dead ends 
pnd It was not until Beilora' llnnl 
stone of tito game went inches 
wide tnqt Saskatchewan could 
claim tho win,
British Columbia had another 
scrap, nnd had to come up *with
Prince Edward Island 8-7. Man-,and droi)pcd five. Ciiiebcc still Is
itoba shook off Northern Ontario 
13-5, Alberta came honie strong 
to , defeat Nova Scotia 13-8 and 
Newfoundland dumped wlnlcss 
Quebec 11-4.
WEST IN LEAD I
Doillng Saskaiclicwan, which 
now lias n 6-0 record, are the 
th reeo ther western teams. All 
have won five and lost ppc. 
Norllicrn Oiitarlo Is 4-3, and On­
tario has won, Uireo of seven.
New, Brunswick, which drew 
tho morning bye. Is 2-4, while 
P.E.I. Is 1-S and Nova Scotia
looking for 
starts.
its first win in six
the effect the school board is in­
vestigating discipline In the Kel­
owna Junior High school.
They pointed out the Junior 
High school did not figure in the 
recent incident which r(;.sultcd In 
tho death of a Senior. High School 
student,
Boani secretary Fred Mncklln 
and Junior High school principal 
Fred Bunco agreed that tho 
story carried in 'Dio Daily Cour­
ier regarding the suggested in­
vestigation was factually correct,
'Dio decision was made at last 
'I’hursday’s board meeting after 




Watchful police last night sur­
prised two boys in the act of 
raiding autos on the city's free 
parking lot during the hockey 
game.
One ot the boys, aged about 15, 
was caught. Die other escaped.
Police said there have been 
complaints of cars being rifled 
during previous hockey games. 
Last night’s loot—if any—was not 
known immediately.
Police said they know tho Idcnt 
ity of tho second boy and that 
both boys currently arc on pro­
bation.
Die boy that was caught spent 
the night in a Juvenile lockup nt 
Vernon.
As of 1958i benefits under* 
Canada’s old age security pro­
gram compared favorably with 
average payments to U.S. re­
tired workers and their wives. 
However, American benefits 
were increased by about seven 
per cent In January, 1959.
Serious flaws exist In pro­
posals to set tho amount of tho 
old age monthly pension by 
other than the present means.
Both major political parties 
In Canada follow tho practice 
of legislating for pensions as 
high as they believe the coun­
try can afford.
Earmarking of three taxes to 
finance Canada’s present uni- 
vcnsnl old age pensions has 
failed to create public reailzo- 
tion of the relation between 
pcmslon costs and benefits.
Unless pension costs arc real­
ized "many people are likely 
to demand more In pensions 
than they are prepared to pay 
for.”
Validity of the present 10- 
year residence requirement for 
payment of old age assistance 
based on need to those aged 
05-69 is open to, question,
ARKANSAS GOVERNOR INVESTIGATES
Twenty-One Boys Die In Fire
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) -  
Twenty one boys died today in 
a pre-dawn fire which destroyed 
tho main dormitory of a , Negro 
l>ome for ,lwys nt nearby Wrlght- 
svlllc. .,
Die doors of tho big brlck-and- 
frnme building were locked nnd
windows were barred witli licavy piled in a corner where nppar-
mctnl screens,
Survivors had to kick their way 
tlirpugh tho tough doublo screens 
in prdor to get out of the blazing 
building. Sixty-clglit boys were 
housed in tho structure,
Tho bodies of 12 were found
uno in the flnMl cnd to defeat* and Newfoundland havo won two
■ ' ’V' , ' '
opinion there should be "more' 
rigid dlHclpUnc’’ in the ^Icnior 
Canadian curling championship! High school, 
stundihg after seven rounds: ! 'Dto story which appeared In
coast newspapers was appare^ntly. 
sent l)y news correspondents\not 
c(*nnccted with Tlie Daily 
Coupler. .
Under, an agreement witli Can­
adian Prciis, 'I’hc Pally Courier 
must supply tlio national news 
gathering agency wlUi “ top news” 
stories, However, jho two coast 
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piled by special correspondents, 
none of whom are members of 
Dio Daily Courier's staff.
COURIER COINWORD PUZZLE
ENTRANTS SOAR TO 1,000
' , ' ' , ' '
Coinword piirzlcrs still arc battling gamely to pull 
a winner out of the hat. But once again the Coinword 
Iklitor advises there's no winner and the jirokpot climbs 
to $660. i. \ ’
TItis was the Courier Coinwoid Contest’s biggest 
week HO far. Entries numbered more titan one,thousand 
nnd it is expected this figure will climb to 1,200 for the 
current try. See Pages 6 nnd 7, this issue, for rules and 
the puzzle.
cntly they died in a vain attempt 
to break through n window.
Nino other bodies were found 
in the ruins.
Governor Orval Faubus, who 
went to tho scene us soon m  ho 
learned of the fire, declared it 
was Inexcusable that doors werq 
locked nnd no 'supervisor was on 
Iiand. '
Tho governor told reporters:
"If tljcro luul been an adult on 
duty with tho keys ot tho time 
the fire started, I don’t bellevo a ' 
single boy would have burned.”
Faubus announced on Invcstt- 
gntlon will be made to dctcrmlnn 
why the boys were locked urf 
without arrangupents for quick 
evneunUKin.
Firemen said ilicy bcIlov<id tlrt 
ftro inny,havp storied In a part 
of the dormitory away from the 
siecplnR boys. Origin of tlio lire 
was unknown but it was reported 
that an electrical storm was rag­
ing when the flumes broke out 
Atwut 4 a. m.
IT
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CAM ltlW KOF-
All Have A  "Right" to  D rive 
O n  The Q ueen's Highv^ays
k
“Driving is a privilege and not a right.” 
T hb  phrase has been heard many times. It 
has been heard in our courts and it has been 
used by the police and those who enforce 
the law.
; Many auto drivers, in the past, suffered 
through officialism and weird interpretation 
.‘of the rights and privileges of the ordinary 
,tnao.
• It is encouraging to note that an Ontario 
lawyer has vigorously attacked the unwar­
ranted assumption that driving is a privilege 
and not a right. E. Richard Lovekin, New­
castle, Ontario, writing in the Criminal Law 
Quarterly, a Canadian journal of criminal 
law for judges, magistrates, lawyers and 
police officers, has this to say:
“The phrase ‘driving is a privilege and 
not a right’ is one that poses a basic chal­
lenge that should not go unanswered. It 
may not have been coined in a deliberate at­
tempt to challenge our basic rights and liber­
ties, but to the degree that it can be con­
strued as an invasion of what we contend is 
a Vight’, it should be questioned.
“Basically, any collection of free men in­
herently have freedom of locomotion. The 
identity card found in some countries and 
other restrictions upon the freedom of move­
ment of individuals are constantly criticized 
jn  the English-speaking world as the tools of 
tyranny. Historically, in English law. Her 
Majesty’s subjects have always been free to 
move along the Queen’s H i^way provided 
only that they keep the Queen’s Peace. The 
various problems which arose, such as which 
side of the right of way 1 should travel upon, 
and whether or not I should tether my don­
key upon the right of way, were worked out 
as time passed. It is true that the invention 
of the automobile may have removed ‘horse 
sense’ from the hi^ways, but has it changed 
the basic legal Tjosition?
“It is not denied,” says Mr. Lovekin, “that 
the automobile has created a public danger 
and it may therefore be necessary in a highly 
technical age to take reasonable steps to en­
sure that a particular citizen does not become 
a  menace at large as he sallies forth to exer­
cise his inalienable right to locomotion.
“Upon even a cursory examination and to 
even the most confused thinker, this require­
ment of technical competence cannot reduce 
a ‘right’ to a ‘privilege’ ipso facto (by the 
fact Itself). It is at the most a particular 
example of the ancient axiom that every 
right has a correlative duty; a theory well 
known to the theologian, the political scien­
tist and the historian as well as the lawyer 
It is my right to drive; it is my duty to be 
technically qualified and competent.
“My ‘right’ to drive is as surely as inviol­
able as my ‘right’ to breathe. Until that ‘right’ 
is delimited or removed by 'due process of 
law, it should be freely exercisable. If 
choose to disregard the duties that arc the 
quid pro quo of my right, 1 may be forced 
to forfeit or relinquish my right; but at no 
time should my Tight’ be reduced to a 
‘privilege’.
“The distinction between a right and a 
privilege may be a subtle one to the average 
man, but it should not be obtruse or un­
known to those learned in the law whose 
duty it is to be eternally vigilant of all com­
mon law rights and freedoms. It is a dis­
tinction that should gently and firmly be 
insisted upon by lawyers whether they are 
speaking to their less apprehensive brethren 
or to their well-meaning legislative and ad­
ministrative friends.
“The criminal law,” says Mr. Lovekin, 
“and not the administrative fiat is the proper 
tool to discipline those whose negligence in 
the operation of motor vehicles creates a 
social hazard. As lawyers we should all make 
a special effort to see that the administration 
of justice is so efficiently conducted that it 
will remain apparent that the courts provide 
the only democratic and fair social discip­
line.”
This newspaper believes that Mr. Love- 
kin’s remarks should be read carefully by 
those in authority. We believe our police, 
lawyers and court officials should study Mr. 
Lovekin’s interpretation of the law as far as 
it deals with the “right” to drive. It is the 
law that must be used in enforcing discipline 
and not bureaucratic order or decree. We 
do have “the right to drive.”




O T T A W A  R E PO R T
The ''Problem " 
And The G ov 't
Bjr PATRICK NICHOLSON ^talk-shop, this conference has
T o%
f0(^ r f > 0
What is “the greatest problem” 
facing Canada today? . {
Here in Ottawa we have become 
Inoculated against the shock of 
that phrase, because there ap­
pear to be so many “greatest 
problems” , each of which Is dis­
proportionately magnified by the 
biased vision of some special- 
interest group.
Deep down, we can have little 
doubt that a very grave problem 
threatening every one of us is 
Inflation, which eats away our 
savings, destroys the value of 
our insurance, takes back the 
benefit of our wage boosts, and 
i.i demonstrably wrecking our 
international trading position.
A conference to plan a wide­
spread co-operative attack on 
inflation” has been proposed by 
Mr. A. C. Ashforth, president of 
the Toronto - Dominion Bank. 
“Such a conference might be at­
tended by representatives of la­
bor, business, agriculture, gov 
ernment, consumers and others.’ 
“ Its initial plenary session
wide powers to implement Its 
recommendations.
That continuing conference, I 
can tell aU bank presidents, is 
called ‘“The Government of Can­
ada." I'he most , Important of its 
smaller working parties is called 
‘ The Cabinet” . A larger working 
party, meeting for about six 
months this year, is called “The 
House of Commons", and that 
includes representatives of labor, 
business, agriculture, industry 
and the law, although representa­
tion of the top echelons Is deplor­
ably scanty; It also includes good 
representation of consumers, iu- 
cluding two Irousewlves. ‘
But very notable absentees 
from this conference, which is the 
only gathering In Canada capable 
of effectively tackling the very 
serious problem of inflation, are 
bank presidents, and presidents 
of big Chambers of Commerce, 
as well as union loaders and cor­
poration chairmen.
Could It be that such men are 
all too busy making piles of 
money to be able to spare a little
could be devoted to exploring the 1 time to preserve the value cf that 
problem, and agreeing on a pro- ' Could it be that our 
gram to be carried out by smaller | generation has no tradition of
THERE A IN 'T  N O  S A N T A  CLAUS
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
nsurance
By JOHN LeBLANC 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s un­
employment insurance fund is 
shrinking rapidly as mounting 
numbers of j o b l e s s  drain 
its multi-million-doUar bankroll.
In two years of recession the 
fund has skidded by $300,000,000 
so that it now stands at just about 
two-thirds of the record $926,777  ̂
000 that was in it at the end of 
1936.
In the first nine months of the 
current fiscal year ending March 
31, the shrinkage has been about 
$130,000,000 under the stress of 
thp heaviest post-war unemploy­
ment for this time of year.
The backlog in the fund at the 
year-end was $625,300,000, the 
latest available figure. It will be 
much less before the annual 
period of seasonal unemployment 
ends in the spring.
RECORD OF GROWTH
Except for one lesser period of 
decrease between 1954 and 1955, 
the record of the fund has been 
one of steady growth since the 
unemployment i n s u ranee net 
went into effect In 1941.
But while the fund moved along 
placidly in its initial years, the 
legi.slation creating it hnd n rocky 
roiid before getting on the statute 
lX)QliS
Initially, the Bennett Conserva­
tive government passed iinom 
ployment insurance legislation in 
the depression year of 19.3.5,
This was thrown out along with 
other social legislation by the 
Privy Council—then the highest 
tribunal for Canadian litigation 
on- the ground that It infringed 
uj)On a provincial field.
Subsequently, M a c k e n z i e  
King’s Liberal government got 
the provinces to cede their t ights
in this area, and in 1940 Parlia­
ment adopted legislation to go 
into effect July 1, 1941. 
ORIGINAL PLAN 
At the outset, it was intended 
as pure insurance against the 
risk of unforeseen short-term un-
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For instance, there was no 
provision for seasonal workers 
whose jobs normaUy fold up at 
certain periods of the year.
But over the years that con­
cept has gradually changed.
Now, coverage takes in such 
originally - excluded groups as 
stevedoring, water and air trans­
port, lumbering and logging and 
fishermen. All commercial fisher­
men are included, regardless of 
earnings,
Scn.sonnl benefits wore institu 
tod to take care of persons un­
employed during the winter and 
whose normal periods for draw­
ing benefits had been used up.
The seasonal period started off 
at three months nnd now has 
been enlarged to 5>-> months, 
from Dec, I to Mny 15. In last 
year’s period or record post-war 
unemployment, n special one- 
year extension stretched the ex­
piry dnte to the end of June. 
BIG DISBURSEMENT 
About $100,000,000 wn.s paid out 
In seasonal benefits alone last 
winter and spring.
During tlie first few years of 
the fund's operation, there was 
virtually no disbursement ns the 
Second World War put Canada in 
n position of practically full em­
ployment.
In the four years up to the end 
of the war, benefits totalled little 
more than $7,000,000 and the fund 
sprouted to $268,000,000 despite 
the fact contributions to it wore 
on a much lessor scale than now.
At that time, combined em­
ployee - employer contributions 
ranged iM'tweon 27 nnd 63 cents 
a week. Tlicn, ns now, the federal
treasury put in one-fifth of this 
total and paid for administration 
which now runs to sorne $33,000,- 
000 a year.
Coverage then was according 
to workers’ earnings. For salaried 
persons, all making over $2,000 
a year were excluded, though 
there never has been any limita­
tion on those paid by the hour 
or day or on piecework.
BENEFIT RATES
The top rate of benefit for em­
ployees with no dependents at the 
outset was $12,24 a week, and 
$14.40 for those with dependents. 
The Canadian average weekly 
pay then was about $26 a week.
'The salary ceiling went up to 
$2,400 in 1943, to $3,120 in 1946 
and to $4,800 in 1950. It stands 
there now, but it is expected to 
be boosted by Parliament to 
about $5,600 this year.
The top combined weekly em­
ployee-employer contribution rose 
in 1948 to 84 cents and the weekly 
benefits to $14.40 and $18.30 for 
single persons nnd those with 
dependents, respectively.
In 19.50, the contributions went 
to a high of $1.08 and the benefits 
to $16.20 and $21. That year, too, 
employee - employer payments 
were put on a straight 50-50 basis 
instead of the previous system of 
having the ratio vary according 
to earnings.
CURRENT PAYMENTS
Present levels are a maximum 
$1,20 a week for employee-em­
ployer contributions with top ben­
efits at $23 and $30.
BIBLE BRIEF
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE 





At a recent meeting the board 
of governors of the University of 
British Columbia reached a de­
cision which was in their opinion 
the only one possible to permit 
the university to finance its oper­
ation for the coming academic 
session.
As a result of this decision, the 
students at the university are 
now faced with a $100 increase in 
their tuition fees. This increase 
in fees represents not a lack of 
consideration on the part of the 
board of governors, but rather a 
failure by the provincial govern­
ment to realize or recognize its 
responsibility toward higher edu­
cation in this province.
Some months ago the board of 
governors submitted a budget re­
quest to the government indicat­
ing that an estimated $2,2(W,000 
increase in the provincial operat­
ing grant would be necessary if 
the university was to be able to 
meet its required operating ex­
penses. Included in this increase 
were additional maintainance 
costs required for those new 
buildings which have been or are 
being constructed as a result of 
the Development Fund Drive, 
additional salaries to the teach­
ing staff to bring their schedule 
in line with that of the University 
of Toronto, (the only other state- 
owned university of a size com­
parable to UBC) and allowance 
for the larger increase in student 
enrolment.
On February 6, 1959, when the 
provincial budget was brought 
down in the legislature, there was 
included an increase in the oper­
ating grant to UBC of $650,000. 
This meant that rather than 2.2 
millions of dollars we received 
.65 of a million. Obviously an ad­
ditional 1.55 million was needed.
The government reason for the 
low increase was mainly that it 
believed the university's proposed 
budget request to be unrealistic. 
It cited examples of revenue sur­
pluses in the university’s financ­
ing, not considering the fact that 
such surplusses were probably 
being held in reserve to cover 
previous commitments. Next 
came that epitome of political 
mnnoouvres, the now - famous 
“Bennett - scheme." By this 
scheme Mr. Bennett proposes to 
pay one-half of the fees of all 
flr.st-clnss (80',’t or more aver- 
nge) students, and one-third of 
the tce.s of the next 2,000 second- 
class students. This 2,000, how­
ever, Is to include students at 
UBC, at Victoria College, and In 
grade 13.
This scheme Is an excellent be­
ginning to an educational policy 
which offers Inexpensive educa­
tion to top-grade students, nnd 
must bo applauded ns such. 
However, perhaps its moat effec­
tive use is that It successfully
Boast not thyself of tomorrow.
—Proverbs 27!l.
It is fine to have your'own five- 
year plan or evbn your five-day 
plan, but don't start Ixmstlng 
’HU you have fulfilled the plnn.eonfuse.s tho issue In the minds
Soviets Threaten to Sign 
A  Separate Peace Treaty
\
By THE AB80CIATED PRESS ment la central Europe. Dlscn-
Hopeful Wc.stern words ran up 
against a reiteration of the So­
viet stand oh German Issues in 
coincidental proaonneemeata by 
big tlvrce government chiefs to­
day.
Premier Khrushchev declared 
In Leipzig that the Soviet Union 
will sign a separate peace treaty 
with Comimiiilsl East Germany 
ILtho West fulls to coiivo to terms 
oil an nll-Oermnn setUement.
Ho demanded again that U.S., 
Brillsh and French troops clear 
out of Went Berlin, insisted the 
Russians will turn over controls 
to tho East Germans nnd lald 
Western niatesmen’s effort.s to 
block It "will come to nothing.” 
In London, Prime Minister Mac­
millan said he will consult with
Itngla copy «aici price, 3 centa, hh allies on a form of disengage'
gagement ordlnailly Is taken in 
(iiploinatic circles to mean a 
pullback of Eastern and Western 
forces, to leave an area either 
neutralized or only lightly armed.
Macmillan, who returned home 
Tuesday from a lO-day mission 
to Moscow, told the House of 
Commons that he nnd Khrush- 
bhev “had a useful and 1 think 
coi>stnicUve discussion la private 
on this mnUor.” ,
In Washington, President Els­
enhower told h press conference 
that any arrangement for with- 
drilwal of W e s t e r n military 
forces from Europe woidd have 
to lai within a self-enforelng gen­
eral agreement with ll\e fJoviel 
Union.
RUSSIA L1-24S lUGIIir 
Ho said Rub.stu's latest note on power.
' 'fV
Germany indicated n\lessening of 
rigidity of tl»e Soviet position nnd 
the U,S. government Is taking ii.s 
optimistic a vlqw ns possible, 
The Soviet note, delivered to 
tho Western iiowers TYiesdny, 
agreed to their proi>osaI for a 
foreign ministers conference In 
Vienna or Geneva. The Rimslnns
suggested It start in April with 
Just twq topics ~  Berlin nnd a 
German peat’e , treaty. Tl\e, Rus­
sians made clear they would pre­
fer a summit conference to con­
sider all cold war problems,;
T>o Western statesmen inti­
mately concerned—West Gorman 
Chancellor Konrad Adonanor nnd 
French 1‘rcsldent dA Gnullor-con- 
ferred at de anulle(s villa west 
of Paris. It was their third meet­
ing since do Gaulle returned to
of the public. Regardless of 
whether the students pay all their 
fees, or the government pays part 
of them, the university is not re­
ceiving any more money, and 
the fact remains that where 2.2 
millions of dollars were request­
ed, only .65 of a million was forth­
coming. Since the number of first- 
class students is approximately 
350, the total amount which the 
fee-sharing plan could contribute 
would be in the neighborhood of 
.3 of a million dollars.
Early in the spring tprm the 
students, forseeing a possible in­
crease in fees, wrote to their 
MLAs requesting help for the 
university in its application to the 
government. They received many 
replies, many of them mimeo­
graphed, and the majority of 
them so similar in nature as to 
make it obvious upon compari­
son that they had been taken 
from a prepared statement prob­
ably issued by either the premier 
or the minister of education. In 
these letters students were in­
formed that over the last ten' 
years the government grant per 
Students to the university has 
risen considerably, while the per; 
centage of his V acation costs 
paid by the individual has stead­
ily fallen. What the MLAs failed 
t-) point out was the fact that in 
1948 the university enrolment was 
as high as at present (approx. 
10,000) due to the presence of 
many veterans, and that these 
veterans were receiving a con­
siderable educational grant from 
the federal government. The let­
ters also failed to note that the 
percentage of the total provincial 
revenue granted to higher educa­
tion has decreased steadily since 
the Social Credit government 
came into power.
The students at UBC have of 
their own initiative contributed 
much to their university. Besides 
building and financing their own 
student union building (Brock 
Hall) they have in the past built 
two gymnasiums and a stadium 
on the campus, and last year 
assessed themselves $5 per stu­
dent per year for three years as 
a contribution to the Develop­
ment Fund. Following a tradition 
established during the early 
years of the university, tho motto 
"Tuum Est" (It’s up to you) has 
over the years proved very mean­
ingful.
Let no one make the mistake 
of believing that the students at 
UBC expect to have their educa­
tion handed to them on a sllvei 
platter. Approximately 30% of 
the students are financing their 
schooling completely on their 
own. This is a higher percentage 
than at any other university in 
Canada. Another 50% of the 
pupils partially finance their own 
education nnd receive help from 
their parents or from other 
sources. All the students ask is 
that , the percentage which they 
pay of tho cost to tho unlverHlty 
of educating them remain at the 
level of 30% whore it has been 
for many years despite tlie In­
creasing and decreasing cnrol- 
inonts.
Such an offer wuS' included in 
a brief presented by the students 
to the board of governors at its 
meeting. In order to meet the 
30% level tho students offered to 
accept an increase of $.50, To 
many students even thi.s is loo 
much to pay, but wo realize that 
wo must bo prepared to n.s/iutno 
our share of tho re.sponsibllily; 
However, tho board of governors, 
faced with tho necessity of find­
ing over one million dollars to 
fill the gap between tlie budget 
estimate and tho operating grant, 
hud no nUernntIvo but to an­
nounce a general Increase of $100 
l)cr student
may be forced to withdraw.
The students realize that the 
provincial government has many 
other responsibilities throughout 
the province and does not have a 
self-filling well of revenue from 
which to nourish the university. 
We do feel, however, that in these 
modern times of technical and 
scientific progress there is an 
increasing need for highly edu­
cated personnel. British Colum­
bia, with her vast wealth of de­
veloped, partially-developed, and 
undeveloped natural resources 
needs every university graduate
working parties, which would 
report to a later session or ses­
sions," explained Mr. Ashford. 
As president of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce for this 
year, as well as being president 
of a bank, he must know the 
need whereof he speaks.
Mr. Ashford is apparently un­
aware that a conference to com­
bat inflation, such as he suggests, 
has in fact been examining that 
problem and exploring means to 
meet it for many months. It is a 
big conference, widely represent­
ative, and it splits up into smaller 
working parties, just as he sug­
gest. But it has this important 
difference: unlike his proposed
public service? Could it be that 
our country, which has given such 
wonderful opportunities to so 
many boys in the past, is not de­
serving of the part time service 
for a few years of a few of those 
boys, when they have grown to 
manhood, achieved success, and 
acquired experience which could 
help succeeding generations of 
boys to enjoy the same or even 
better opportunities?
URANIUM OUTPUT
South Africa produced 7,000 
tons of uranium oxide In 1958, 
compared with Canada's 12,000 




We note that at the Community 
Chest annual meeting, the ever 
growing list of charitable agen-
she can acquire. By failing; ipjeies operating outside the Chest 
realize and accept its responsi- again discussed. This is a
tions. And furthermore what a 
boon it would be to the many 
willing but long suffering can­
vassers!
bility toward higher education in 
this province, the Social Credit 
government can do one of two 
things. It can force the univer­
sity to price itself out of the 
reach of many valuable men, and 
women who could benefit by such 
an education and as a result make 
a worthwhile contribution to the 
province. Or, by failing to enable 
the university to offer competi­
tive salaries, it can bring about 
the resignation of many top-level 
professors and instructors and 
so lower the university’s stand­
ards to a level at which its gradu­
ate degrees would be relatively 
worthless. In such a case, those 
holding degrees from UBC would 
find themselves unable to com­
pete favorably on the economic 
market with graduates from other 
universities.
Many of you have relations or 
friends attending the university 
and know how important their 
education is to them. We, the 
students, are doing what we can 
to convince the government of its 
responsibilities, but we are find­
ing it a hard and lonely struggle. 
The members of the legislature 
represent you. our friends and 
neighbors, and we ask you now 
to consider the full implications 
of the present situation. It is not 
for me to suggest what might be 
done, I can only appeal to you for 
action of some sort. The future 
of higher education in British 




hardy annual in the assortment 
of problems encountered by that 
hai^ working organization. Talk­
ing to members of the executive, 
we find they are not debating 
the worthiness of any of these 
“outside" causes, but they do 
wish they would unite under the 
Chest banner. The door is always 
open—but they won't enter!
Thinking it over, we can’t help 
wondering if we haven’t reached 
the point where we as donors 
should force the issue by refusing 
support to any agency conduct­
ing a separate campaign. For 
ourselves, we are beginning to 
feel downright badgered by 
house canvasses, telephone can­
vasses and canvasses by mail, 
all from organizations not par­
ticipating in the Community 
Chest.
The Chest was conceived lo­
cally, as elsewhere, as a united 
appeal. It remains that—with 
about 15 groups represented, but 
a still greater degree of unity 
must be achieved before it is 
able to properly do the work it 
is supposed to do. An important 
aspect of that work is collection 
and distribution of funds to mem­
ber agencies in the most economi­
cal manner possible, thus per­
mitting a greater share of the 
total donations to reach the or­
ganizations.
The cost of conducting fifteen 
campaigns would obviously total 
very much more than is involved 
In one campaign to benefit all. 
What is being done for these 15 
groups could be and should be 
done for all charitable qrganiza-
Have you ever noticed that bi­
cycle riders not only come in all 
shapes, sizes and ages, but have 
various riding styles too? For 
instance there’s the “pumper", 
he’s the rider who makes terribly 
hard work of it, as though per­
petually going up a long steep 
hill. Then at the opposite ex­
treme there’s the "slow and 
easy” group; they don’t get any­
where very fast, but at least 
they haven’t worn themselves 
out when they arrive.
'There’s the “ tall in the saddle”  
type, usually not so young and 
generally British; they sit a 
bike as though the> were riding 
to hounds. And of course there’s 
the “no hands" menace! And 
finally, that bane of the motor­
ist’s existance, the "weaver”, 
whose numbers will likely grow 
less and less as automobiles get 
faster and faster!
BYGONE DAYS
Certainly one of the most 
worthwhile things brought on by 
last year’s B.C. Centennial was 
the inspiration given to people 
in various communities in this 
area (and probably all over the 
province for that matter), toward 
writing and publishing histories 
of their immediate district. Some, 
like Ellison, didn't quite manage 
it for 1958, but the subject mat­
ter is just as interesting this 
year as it would have been last 
year. We have boon most im­
pressed by the excellence of 
every one of these contributions 
to our reading pleasure, Includ­
ing the slightly post-CcntCnnial 
"History of Ellison."
10 YEARS AGO 
March, 1949
Jack Gordon, cx-RCAF pilot, 
was rc-elccted president of the 
Kelowna branch, Canadian Le­
gion, for the second consecutive 
year, at tho annual election of 
officers. Felix Sutton and E 
Ross Oatmnn were chosen first 
and second vice-presidents, re­
spectively.
20 YEARS AGO 
March. 1939
Formation of n men's archery 
club was made possible when a 
number of enthusiastic prospects 
were proaont at the organization­
al session. Stan Sharp was ap­
pointed to the presidency.
30 YEARS AGO 
March. 1020
Telegrams received this morn­
ing by the Courier from Hon, J. 
W. Jones, Speaker nnd member 
for South Okanagan, state that 
Dr. Gnddc,s will commence his 
Investigation of tho Irrigation 
.situation la the Okanagan forth­
with.
40 YEARS AGO 
5Iarch, 1910
The Kelowna Creamery has 
purchased a splendidly equipped 
automobile. This enr  ̂ which was 
purchased U>rough Messrs. Smith 
and McCubbln, Is made by Dodge 
Bros., nnd Is a model of comblnet' 
beauty had utility. The cost of 
this car to the creamery Is $1, 
82.5, but It Is believed that this 
sum will bo speedily repaid by 
the quickened transmission of
LABAFS
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E* 13 la F'
Already the administration of,cream and tho saving, of time 
the unlvcrBH.v has decreased lls,|y  (miners. \
projected eim)lmcnl estimate by\ ___\
400 students, Tliese students will
be forced to withdraw from tho 
university because they cannot 
finance themselves, and they do 
ndt wish to Jeopardize their fu­
ture careers by tneiirring largo 




A party of 13 local Masons 
Journeyed to Summcrlnnd to pnr- 
tlclpoto in tho Inauguration of h 
now lodge there. The Inslllutlon 
of Ihe lodge, which will t)«
employment prospcels known ns "iBuinifnerlnnd IjOtlgc". 
being not much better than last | and Installation of officers, was 
year's, there is a distinct (Missl-[carried out by Wor. Bro. A, Mc" 
bllliy that many 'm ora studcntalgraw, Hcdlqy,. '
J r n  h m i rfiWm* /
' 2224
V-230 This odv#r»i»flmont is not published or dlsployod by tho liquor 
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THREATENED GIRLS
Cadi Orders 22-Year-Old To Post 
$500 Bond And To Keep The Peace
A 22-year-old district man has 
been ordered to post a $500 bond 
to keep the peace for 12 months 
following threats he allegedly 
made to two juvenile girls at a 
house party staged by one of the 
girls.
Richard John Bruemmer was 
ordered to put up the bond by 
Magistrate Donald White after 
several witnesses testified Bime- 
mmer had told the girls "just 
wait. I will get you.” and ‘Til 
remember this” when told to
leave the party by a police offic­
er.
The RCMP were called when 
Bruemmer and three other un­
invited guests refused to leave 
when asked by the girls. One of 
girls testified “we asked him to 
leave quite a few times.”
Testimony was also given that 
Bruemmer returned to the house 
at about 2:45 a.m. and when one 
girl answered the door, he had 
“walked right in". When told to 
leave Bruemmer allegedly called
BISHOP A. H. SOVEREIGN




evening at the Kelowna Health 
Centre annex at 8 o'clock.
Allan Bilsland, the Kelowna 
president, will give his annual 
report. Committee reports.
Bishop A. H. Sovereign 
Vernon, who, in 1931, was one 
M the founders of the John 
Howard Society of British Colum­
bia, and who, in 1957, was in­
strumental in organizing the ination and election of officers 
Kelowna branch, will be the!for the ensuing year are also on 
guest speaker at the annual the agenda, 
meeting of the group this Friday Mr. Bilsland. in reviewing the
------------------------------------- —  two-year history of the local
John Howard group at a recent 
executive meeting, outlined the 
pioneer work that has been 
achieved.
“The time now has arrived for 
vigorous action toward the estab­
lishment of a remand home for 
juveniles awaiting trial, and for 
co-operating in the move towards 
obtaining a full-time probation 
[officer for Kelowna itself,” he
Ok. Helicopters 3.90
Ok. Hel. Pfd. 94
Ok. Phone 11
Powell River 424
A. V. Roe 10%
Steel of Can. 77%
Walkers 34%




W ill Be Held 
Here Apr. 6
Preliminary plans for the an-jsaid. He further pointed out the 
nual cancer society’s drive for ® l^ g e r  representation
funds, were made at a meeting Howard board from
held this week. groups and organizations.
Campaign will get under way j worker for the
li* early April. Meanwhile tenta- Howard Society m Vancou 
tive plans have been completed 
for a cancer panel'to be held at^.**°’\
the high school auditorium April P ‘st” ct Miss Jean Wilton has 
6. Two outstanding authorities Pf®” highly effective in aiding 
from Vancouver will join Dr. w ^®wa^
Walter O’Donnell and Dr. David Wilton has made
Clarke in the discussion.
Mrs. Rex Lupton and which should result in an
Christopher Reid will be repre-. 
stnUng the local society at thel'^®"^°®®s^P- 
provincial conference to be held 
ill Vancouver March 16.
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Grouped Income 4.06
Gr. Inc. Accum. 5.57
Investors’ Mut. 11.62
the girl a name.
It was stated that following 
this, the girl’s father had come 
down stairs and Bruemmer had 
made “a very hasty exit.”
When asked by crown prosecu­
tor Brian Weddell if she had act­
ually feared personal violence 
as a result of the threats, the 




mmer admitted that because of 
his “unfortunate reputation” , his 
threats could have caused the 
girls some concern.
He maintained however, his 
statements were not meant to in­
timidate the girls, only that they 
would not be invited to any of 
“our parties”.
Bruemmer, who acted in his 
own defence, stated that his “un­
fortunate reputation” , as he call­
ed it, stemmed from his being in 
trouble before, and his conviction 
being published in the newspaper, 
"But I have paid my debt to so­
ciety,” he added.
In ordering the bond be post­
ed, Mr. White said to the man, 
“You did, in one way or another, 
threaten the girls. You had no 
right to do that.
"The second time you entered 
the house,” he continued, “you 
entered forcibly, but you were 
not charged with that.
“This community would be in 
a bad state if people cannot en 
joy a quiet party in their own 
home without things like this 





At the regular dinner meeting 
of the Kelowna Junior Chamber 
of Commerce this week an im­
pressive candlelight ceremony 
was performed by the district 
president. Senator Ed Dickens, as 
George Hunter, Tony Livett an<} 
Walter MacKay were initiated.
Another highlight of the eve­
ning was the district public 
speaking contest for the Okanag­
an District Chellenge Trophy. 
Judges Les G. Wilson of Kelowna 
and Stan McPherson of Penticton 
Jaycees selected Bob Beairsto of 
Kelowna winner by a narrow 
margin over the Kamloops speak 
er. Bill Griffiths.
The silver cup was presented 
by the donor, A1 Black, past 
member and president of the 
Kamloops Junior Chamber of 
Commerce.
'Ibis cup was originally won by 
the Kelowna chapter last De­
cember from Oliver unit and was 
successfully defended in a con 
test with Vernon in February.
Kelowna Jaycees must now 
challenge still another chapter in 
the district for the honor of re­
taining this cup, emblematic of 
Jaycee self-development and fel 
lowship—two principal factors in 
developing young men as leaders
Peachlanil legion Heads 
















VERNON—Mrs. Frank Becker, 
wife of Vernon’s mayor, has re­
turned home after several days 
in Vancouver spent with her hus­
band, who has been hospitalized 
at the Coast city following an op­
eration on his eye. Mrs. Becker 
said that the mayor ’Is coming 
along nicely. He left Vancouver 
for a brief holiday in Victoria, 
where he will recuperate. He will 
return home shortly.
PREPARE FOR ADULT LIFE
Holes In Streets 
Get Attention 
Soon As Possible
Motorists will have to keep] 
dodging "potholes” on some city 
streets for a few days yet, it was]
Indicated at this week's city coun-| 
cil meeting.
H. M. Trueman, city works] 
superintendent, promised long- 
lasting relief as soon as weather 
conditions permitted. He thought 
that "conditions were getting to 
the stage where we can do some-] 
thing about them.”
Meanwhile only 'gravel can be] 
placed in the holes, and that 
“ lasts about two days,” accord-1 
Ing to Mr. Trueman,
One of the worst sections in the ]
city is in the ,1600 and 1700 the value of any subject on the 
block, Bertram, where some of school curriculum, you can't help 
the holes arc over six inches getting involved to some extent 
deei) and the surface is heaving in the whole subject of education 
badly. - iThc main purpose o( education is
to prepare today’s students for 
their adult life in whatever com 
munity they may be living in a 
few years from now. What the 
school system has to supply in the 
way of knowledge, skills and at­
titudes is determined by the de- 
team in|mands of the society in which
Changing IVlethods Of Teaching 
Modern Languages In Schools
SPENDS NIGHT IN JAIL
Driver of one of two vehicles 
involved in a collision late last 
night at Harvey and Pandosy 
was lodged in the lockup over­
night. Fairly heavy damage but 
no injury was caused in the col­
lision of a passenger auto and 
hal^ton truck.
Release Of Claims 
Given To Driver
A documentary release of all 
claims was given by the city this 
week upon payment of $146.73 by 
Edgar Olive, driver, to the city 
for damage to a fire hydrant. 
The hydrant at Lawrence and 
Water was damaged in a motor 
vehicle accident Nov. 11 of last 
year.
BUY GARBAGE SITE
City council this week gave 
final reading to Bylaw 2035, au­
thorizing the purchase of the 
northwest quarter of section 32, 
township 26, for $7,500, from G. 
W. H. Reed of Glepmore, for a 
garbage disposal area.
PEACHLAND — At the general 
meeting of Branch 69. Canadian 
Legion, held in the Legion hall, 
installation of officers for 1959 
and initiation of new members 
were the main items of business.
Zone representative. George 
Bolton, Penticton, conducted the 
installation ceremony.
J. G. Sanderson is president; A. 
T. McLaughlin, vice-president; 
W. B. Sanderson, secretary-trea­
surer. Other members of the ex­
ecutive are Jo Davies, immedi­
ate past president; Ivor Jackson, 
Ken Fulks, Chas. Bullock, L. B. 
Fulks. Sergeant-at-Arms, W. 
Stach.
The initiation of new members 
was in charge of Roy Hotson, 
president of Branch 40, Pentic­
ton.
Report Of the membership com­
mittee showed that the member­
ship now stands at 47, with more 
members in prospect.
The entertaimnent and ways 
and means committee made a re­
port with preliminary entertain­
ment plans for entertainment in 
view for the future.
The visiting delegation from 
Penticton, which also included 
Graham Kincaid, past represen­
tative of this zone, expressed 
their admiration of the new pre­
mises of the local branch.
A successful "subscription 
square dance was held in the 
Athletic Hall on Saturday night, 
with Chuck Inglis emceeing the 
14 squares. These enthusiastic 
square dancers came from all 
points between Vernon and Sum 
merland, inclusive.
’Thirty-eight subscriptions were 
taken for the “Square Dance' 
magazine, a Canadian publica­
tion, issued in Calgary,
.The lively evening ended with 
supper being served by the Totem 
Twirllers square dance club.
terx’ed locally, with "Open 
House”  at the school on Thurs­
day evening from 7:30 to 9:30, 
with the PTA looking after re­
freshments. All parents and in­
terested persons are cordially in­
vited to attend.
The University of Louvain In 
Belgium was founded in 1426.














. . , following temporary 
closure to redecorate from 
smoke damage.
JOHN B U n
1433 ELLIS ST.
P A R A M O U N T  m
m
N O W  S H O W IN G
e m m w p
U I M E N
ThayTI float your 
heart away on waves 
of love and laughterl
/wf- TECHNICOLOR*
I nUARDO MoUIlKIlKB tkwlidb|K>«UI ' omul MMVieniiswunMMm
ifUAl• i f M
It’s the most fun a father or his kids ever had with a maid! 
Evening Shows at 7:00 and 9:14 p.m.
Saturday Matinee at 2:00 P«m .
(Editor’s note: This Is the 
first of two articles written by 
Mrs. Mary Deacon, French 
teacher at Kelowna Senior High 
School. It is another in the 
Daily Courier’s series marking 
Education Week. Mrs. Deacon 
has her Master of Arts Degree 
in French and German, and 
took postgraduate studies in 
France. She has had wide teach­
ing experience and came to 
Kelowna in Sept., 1957.)
By MARY DEACON. BA
When you start out to discuss
admitted that the case for learn-of our modern language courses,
"Houseboat" Now 
At City Theatre
A magnetic romantic ......... __ _  ___
the ptusons of Cu.’y Grant and]they nre going to be needed 
Sophia Loren sparks^ Para- becoming more (ind more
evWoiit that what is needed by 
Hoi^cboat , which started^ at Lty(jcnt.s nowadays is not traln- 
the Paramount Bieatro W e d n e s - s k i l l s ,  cither phy- 
until Saturday. Licai or mcritnl, since there is a 
1 *ci! ”” oriRlnaL grave risk that they will be out-
RIcl Shayel.son and Jack Roso,L(.^„te or even useless by the 
who authored the^ h I g h 1 y tJme the training is finished; but 
successful Seven LUBo Fojs > rather a knowledge of basic facta
pmong o ^cr coineBlcs, cottars pj-jnciples and the ability to
Martha Hyer and Hariy Guar-Lpp|y them in now situaUons 
(lino and features Eduardo Clan-K|Q,;,g y,ttb this need for a well
. I ’j  ... . trained mind capable of indc-
Modern Washington, D.C., and p(,n^,,„t judgment, there is an la  
the colorful, historic Potomac creasing needi for the nbllity to 
River arc integral parts of the Lommunlcate--to convey one’s
Ilght-hcarU'd story about a law -L^n thoughts nnd ideas nnd to 
year’s dilemma when he inherits the thoughts nnd
1* * ®*'*' *̂'®*l through the idens oLothers without confusion.
had been estranged for three ̂ ^LL-TRAINED MINDS 
years. He wants to 'b e  a good If wc Accept the development 
father to them, but they have of well-trained minds and the de 
Ideas of their own. that don't in- vclopmcnt of the ability to 
elude him- The plot takes on up- municatc ns two of the most jim<i 
' roarlous proportions when he portent tasks of school eduen- 
\ mistakes the glamorous, ' rum tlon, then the study of foreign 
, away dniightcr of n visiting languages is in—on both counts, 
ilnllnn symphony conductor for On count number one: 
an experienced housekceiicr and The value of the study of for 
hires nor to help him take care cign languages in the education
ing foreign languages rested, 
until very recently, pretty much 
of these benefits alone, on this 
continent at any rate. Because 
of this, we have tended, up until 
the last ten years or so, to follow 
the analytic or grammatical 
method used for centuries in the 
teaching of Latin, These are all 
still retained as important ob­
jectives for language study, and 
our own department of education 
lists them as important secondary 
objectives for our present high 
school courses in French, for 
example.
It is the ever-increasing need 
for communication between Indi­
viduals and groups, in the home, 
the nation, the world, that has 
brought home to everyone the 
realization that language is the 
basis of all communication—eco­
nomic, political, social and, intel­
lectual
Hence the shift in emphnsl.s In 
recent years to the “communi­
cation” aspects of language learn­
ing. This is reflected in the ef­
forts being made everywhere to 
expand and intensify the foreign 
longuagc programs in the 
schools, especially in Western 
Europe and Russia, and on this 
continent. To have any value for 
these purposes, language must 
now be learned well enough to bo 
used. This means that today’s 
students must bo taught to speak, 
and to understand the spoken 
language, to read nnd to write U. 
And they must learn something 
of the civilization of the cotmtry 
concerned, it's cducnlionnl sy.s- 
tqm, laws, history, customs, and 
so on—if the language itself is 
to have life and interest,
it remains for us to consider why 
the standard of language training 
in the schools of British Columbia 
so often fails to measure up to 
the hopes and aspirations of 
teachers, pupils, parents, and 
public: and is particularly in­
adequate if measured against 
the achievements of high school 
students, not only in Europe, but 
in some of the other provinces of 
Canada,
Comparisons are not always 
valid. If, however, we were to 
list what are universally agreed 
to be the essential conditions for 
successful language learning (and 
teaching), and then compare the 
extent to which they arc provided 
in places with a high standard of 
language learning with that in 
our own province, we could per­
haps come to some conclusions 
ns to what steps it would be pos-, 
sible' (ind realistic for us to take 
to Improve our situation.
of tho children.
V POLICE COURT
Speeding in a 30-mlle-zono enus 
rd Magstnilc Donald White to 
fine Fctcr Skorot>ad IIS and
costa,
A 30<iny jail sentence Wo# giv­
en Caroline Clough in district 
court after she way found guilty 
of being Intoxicated in 0 inibUc 
place.
Also in district cotut, Charles 
Borlatie paid a fine of $20 ond 
costs after being found guilty of 
speeding in « 40-mlle zone.
of the young has been recognized 
since ancient times. It demands 
concentration, accuracy, orderly 
thinking and a good memory. It 
al.io demands, nnd develops, the 
ability to assess, arrange, nnd 
apply facts,learned, nnd for this 
reason Is considered to bo one 
of the best ways of developing 
the mental powers, of clear think­
ing nnd goixi judgement.
There is no doubt either that 
the serious study of a foreign 
language 'hUo iinproves the'abil­
ity to use one’s mother-tongue 
well.
These are what might be called 
the secondary, or “cultural ond 
educational” values of foreign 
language study; and it must b«
LEARN PRONOUNCIATION
In oddition to the cvcr-lncrcns - 
Ing basic vocabulary, idioms, and 
grammatical constructions, stud­
ents must now icnrn pronuncin- 
ion, enough phonetics to bo able 
fO.orrive nt (Ito proper pronunci­
ation of now words from tho 
printed symbols. And in the case 
of French, for example, some­
thing of the history, gcogrophy, 
institutions, art, literature, ond 
contemporary civilization of 
Franco and French Canada.
If these then, arc the objectives
KELOWNA GOLF 
and COUNTRY CLUB
S t Patrick's 
Dance





10 p.m, - 1 a.m.
Admission
Couple $2.00 - Single $1.00
Tickets on Solo ~  \ 
Mrs. Kay Buckland of 
Modern Appliances




New arrivals for early Spring and Easter — see the lovely new styles at Mciklc's today. 
A completely new range of fabrics, novelty tweeds nnd weaves in soft pastel shades — 
also the deeper colors of orange, peach, greens, etc. All beautifully lined throughout 
in matching colors — styled in the straight slim line with largo collar, gathered buck 
at the shouldcrline — also the semi-flare style with the slash pockets.
Fulfill Your Dreams
V bit Europe this year
Tho Acro|X)Us ond tho Parthenon may 
bo your target . . . wherever your dea- 
tination in, Europo leave nil tho details 
to us.
Kelowna Travel Service
In Vernon 3 1 0 1  3tst Ave, — Phone 5 9 1 0  






Ideal for sportswear. In 
flngor-tlp length — largo 
roll collar, smart spring 
styles. Colors, beige, deep 
blue, rust, green or red.
PRICED
1 4 .9 5  to  19 .9 5
PETITE
ORIGINALS
For tho figure 5*4" nnd under — 
styles and prices ns above. 
Tho cnsiinl tailored coat by 
“James Chambers" of tho finest 
quality nil wool English worsteds 
— n bcmitlfuUy tailored coat for 
Spring. Size# 12 to 20. Priced—
3 9 .9 5
SPRING SKIRTS
by Suzanne
Tnrtnns with knife pleat —  rcvcraible 
in |jlcntcd styles. Sizes 12 to 20.
to
4 5 .0 0
SWEATERS by Jantzen
. . . tho new boucle knit in wool nnd nylon --.pullwm' “IyIo 
with % slccvo nnd roll collor. Tho cardigan "V” nccltllno with
4 button front — color#, Peacock nnd Opal .9 .9 5





O’Reilly's Packers were relying]the box, setting them on the 
on being good around the goal scoreboard once. Veteran Frank 
last night—Hal Gordon was bet- King, skating harder last night 
ter last night. than he has in a coon's age. also
1 ann W kev  tans the
u S  experience, L c k ^  up byltime, and he was centring the
counted in the game, with every-jlast minute of the period, Kow; 
one ;W ing  for that break. chuk boring in to dig the puck 
Agar got the first break, when p u t to Jatdonski, who let a shot 
the puck he managed to dig out go. Gordon sprawled and Goyer, 
from the comer boards struck wlw> was also going over, manag-
the breaks, into a 3-3, overtime 
tie with the Kelowna Packers in I Memorial Areim.
The Packers, favorites in the 
1 betting, had to come from behind 
twice to settle for the tie, and 
had to play hockey for the full 
70 minutes of fast, end-to-end 
breakaway hockey, matching 
their sweeping offensive against 
toe dump - and - run, play-the- 
1 breaks style of the Canucks. But 
for the grace of Gordon, they 
1 might have come out on top.
The “Beef Line” was toe pay- 
loff trio lust night, with Gerry 
Goyer and Russ Kowalchuk each 
counting once, and Greg Jablon- 
ski playing a terrific, hurtling 
[game on toe port side.
Veteran Mike Durban counted 
lonce for the Packers, with Moe 
Young and Wayne North playing 
a heads-up brand of hockey on 
this line. North, who moved up 
from defence to centre in place 
of Bugs Jones, turned in a heady, 
smooth-passing game in the for­
ward spot.
I VETERANS PRICELESS
Ageless George Agar led his 
Imen on toe ice as well as from
skilful. Even the tiniest break The Beef Line came on in the <Stecyk), 17:40. 4.
line when Bidoski sent the game 
into overtime with his third- 
period marker 
Play was hasty and rough for 
the first frame, with imported 
referee Ross Valliere of Nanaimo 
doing very little about curbing 
the minor infractions. Close to toe 
end of the first frame, however, 
Willie Schmidt and Kowalchuk 
tangled, with vehemence and 
authority, drawing fighting pen­
alties.
The game cleared up like magic 
after toat, however, and toe fans 
were treated to 50 minutes of 
the cleanest hockey seen in play­
offs in these parts, and the most
the back of Dave Gatherum's 
big stick, and flicked into the 
comer of the net. It was the last 
thing that Gatherum gave away 
that evening, however.
Durban was handed the next 
break, when a loose puck bound­
ed out his way, and he translated 
the break into a tie game with 
a well-placed sniper shot to the 
low left comer.
In the second frame. Stecyk 
moved well in front from the 
point to make his own break 
when he let a point drive go that 
Gatherum smothered but toe disc 
dropped straight down from his 
pads and King slipped in to poke 
it under him before he could sit
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
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cd to flip the puck up and in. to 
tie the score again.
Smith and Kowalchuk were 
closer to Gordon than his belly- 
pad early in the third frame, and 
Kowalchuk's stick tipped the 
puck up and over the harrassed 
shoulder.
Ten exciting minutes later, the 
Packers defensive wavered in a 
frantic, behlnd-the-goal scramble, 
and Bidoski had sufficient time 
alone in front to make Gatherum 
mpve, and flip ure puck over him 
into the net.
There were enough goose- 
bumps raised in overtime to make 
a contour map for U.N., but the 
score was stiU knotted when the 
clubs skated from toe ice, to re­
sume Friday night in Vernon, 
and continue' Saturday night 
back in Kelowna.
Packers out-shot Canucks, 38- 
33 in too contest.
SUMMARY
First period—1. Vernon, Agar 
(Moro), 4:17. 2. Kelowna, Dur­
ban (unass,), 15:35. Penalties, 
Blair, Norto, 9:39; Swarbrick, 
12:40; Kowalchuk, Schmidt (ma­
jors). 17:16; Bidoski. 18:43. 
Second period—3. Vernon, King
er (Jablonski, Kowalchuk). 19:M. 
Penalties, Keroaghan. 9:31.
Third period—5. Kelowna, Kow­
alchuk (Smith), 1:43. 1  Vernon, 
Bidoski (Trentlnl, King), 11:54. 
No penalties.
Overtime period—No scoring, 
no penalties.
TRIO CELEBRATl BIRTHDAYS
Three the Packers who 
celebrate their birthdays under 
the sign of Pisces were pre­
sented with a beautiful cake 
last night during the thrilling 
OSHL final scries curtain rais­
er tn Kelowna. Left. Russ 
Kowalchuk, whose birthday 
was yesterday, samples the 
icing, while Wayne Norto, cen­
tre, and Mike Durban look on. 
Wayne and Mike celebrated 
their birthday toe day before,
March 3. Their ages? Well, 
combined they total 76. The 
Packers deadlocked with Ver­
non in the game, 3-3, after one 
period of overtime, and it was 
a thriller.
Local Ball Farm System 
M ight Have To Fold Up
Little League that suffered.
And they may suffer even fur­
ther, if sufficient adult interest 
is not shown.
SPORTUGHT
Breaks, Hustle And Savvy 
Pay off For Blue Shirts
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Sports Editor)
Minor baseball is seeking help, 
j desperately.
This Is -toe word of the “thin 
red line” of men and women who 
took care of the youngsters in the 
|8-13 age bracket, playing in toe 
‘farm team system” of the 
I Kelowna Little League.
At their meeting tonight, 7:30 
I in toe Memorial Room of the 
arena, they will discuss the mat­
ter, and possibility of continuing 
this class of baseball will prob­
ably depend on the interest 
1 shown
LEMON RETIRES One coach, who has been active




ROSSLAND (CP) —Backed by 
the strong netminding of George 
Wood, Nelson Maple Leafs scored 
a 2-1 win over Rossland Warriors 
in the fourth game of the Western 
International League’s r o u n d  
robin semi-final series here Wed­
nesday night.
The win gave Nelson seven 
points in the series, one more 
than Rossland and six more 
than TraU Smoke Eaters.
Last night the Canucks leaned on breaks, hustle, and 
experience and came out exceedingly well.
The Packers, long-time arch rivals of toe Canucks, foimd 
the combination too tough to beat, especially backed up by the 
superb goal-tending of Hal Gordon, and had to be content with 
a  3-3, overtime finish to toe first game of toe OSHL finals.
■Whoever looked on this game as a cinch for the Packers, 
and there must have been a few, judging by toe empty seats in 
the arena, was severely disillusioned. The Canucks have been 
all the way before, they know the road, and coach George Agar 
Is still exceedingly foxy.
He stUl knows how to juggle his manpower to the best 
advantage, keeping firm control of toe situation even when his 
soon-to-be-40-year-old lungs cry out in protest at toe treatment 
he is giving them. • "
Some of his horses were not working for him last night, 
or toe story might have been an entirely different one. Young 
Jim  Moro, capable of being a tower of play-off strength, didn't 
eeem to be nearly as effectual as he has been on other occa- 
alons. .
Aft Hart, the replacement from the pro ranks, late in the 
season, failed to show up to good advantage. Johnny Harms, 
toe old veteran who has proven to be the opponents' Nemesis 
in days gone by, was showing the effects of his bad back 
and broken ribs and the Tong spell on toe sidelines.
But it was toe "Old Guard”, like himself, that were work­
ing last night, some of them at a pace that seemed to spell 
, “ cave in” at any moment, but failed to rhateiiallze into any- 
ihlng other than a first-class hockey game.
He was getting the usual good job of work from Walt Tren- 
tinl, and Morv Bidoski was showing more hustle and drive 
than he has been showing lately. Kelowna’s Bill Swarbrick 
was playing the only way he knows how—all heart and hustle, 
ond was toe most effectual forechecker coach Agar had.
Tbm Stecyk, Willie Schmidt and Gerry Kemaghan. each 
in his own several way, produced the'deterrent effect on 
scoring plays sufficiently well to make goalie Gordon’s job one 
he could handle, and young Ron Morgan showed a whole lot of 
drive, even though not always quite the experience that some 
of his mates possess.
They will be heard from some more.
THERE WAS NO DESPAIR IN THE PACKERS’ ROOM, 
even though they were annoyed with themselves at being 
unable to get the rubber past Hal Gordon moro often than 
they did. They realized thuy were skating out some of the 
kinks (hat have l>een there since R.D. (Russian Days), and 
they have no Illusions about the need to get back to the peak 
they had somewhere back there, and quickly.
Even toe Irrepressible conch Jack O’Reilly, worn out from 
his slnglehandcd nttempts to keep his club "up” throughout 
their period of indifferent competition and over-long lay-offs, 
was quiet and companionable, satisfied that his boys would 
have to get rolling again, and confident they could do it.
' Goalie Dave Gatherum gave the Canucks one of their 
breaks, when ho let Agor’s pass-out from toe comer hit toe 
back of his goal stick and deflect into the goal, but it was 
the last thing he gave the blue shirts nil night. They had to 
take the rest.
I)efcnccman Harry Smith made a couple of bad clearing 
plays, bbriously the result of being a bit too tightly keyed up 
toe earlier i^rtlons of too game, but neither one cost them. 
If was a defensive lapse, howeven that cost them the third 
goal os Bldeskl had sufficient time to himself in too danger 
area to recite a soliloquy—but settled for scoring a goal.
• Andy McCallum and Bob Bergeron, working extra time 
With Smltty, played hends-un defensive hockey, and backed 
Up their forwards' forc-chccking forays well. Wayne North, 
regular defenceman, moved Into too centre spot between Mike 
Durban and Moe Young, and turned In a heady, creditable 
gome at the position.
The "Beef Line" of Gerry Goyer, Russ Kowalchuk and 
OroR Jablonski, besides scoring two of the Packers' three 
goals, mtssed a bushel basket full that would have counted, 
with a hair less sparkling effort from Gordon, or a hair moro 
nudge from Lady Luck, ' /
Nothing Was heard from jTim Middleton. Clare Wakshlnskt 
or Brian Roche on the scoreboord, but the trio made them­
selves felt in the checking department, ond also missed their 
share of close trios.
couldn’t  keep up with the young 
fellows any more.
Theat was Bob Lemon’s expla­
nation Wednesday when it Was 
announced he had decided to re­
tire as a baseball pitcher and ac­
cept an offer to serve Cleveland 
Indians as a scout and trouble 
shooter.
three years, said yesterday, ‘‘It’s 
ridiculous. Four or five men try­
ing to cope with hundreds of 
youngsters. If the same situation 
prevails this year. I ’ll have to 
quit, reluctantly.”
I don’t think we gain any­
thing, and we certainly can’t 
help the little fellows under the 
circumstances,” he continued. 
“They just mill around out there 
in disorder, and there’s no possi­
bility of most of them even get­
ting on the diamond, let alone 
learning anything about the 
game.”
He suggested the youngsters 
be broken up into two divisions, 
and sufficient men be sought to 
handle them, with some of the 
experienced men aid the lesser 
experienced, wherever possible 
association official.
out to handle 300 youngsters in 
this class.
It’s depressing,” he said. "To 
see toe wonderful enthusiasm of 
these youngsters, especially when 
it keeps alive in spite of their 
elders’ slackness.
Another association official said 
toat a total of 52 parents had 
indicated their willingness to co­
operate last year, in answer to 
a questionaire circulated by 
minor baseball authorities, but 
no more than half a dozen had 
actually responded.
Little League proper, which 
started last year as a regularly
suffer
Kelowna’s senior *'C” cagers, 
fluffed their lines last night, but 
they’re ■ planning on being word- 
perfect tonight.
Facing the Armstrong cagers 
in the first game of their Okana­
gan Mainline semi-final, in the 
Cheese City, they possessed a 
seven-point lead with just eight
. 1 j  « i. ..—  ----- —  —  minutes left to play, but they
12 RCAF rinks posted first-round I six men have been turning Uf̂ ound up on the short end of a 
*U buzzer
sounded.
The locals, paced by playing 
coach Pete Bulatovitch and Verne 
Burnell, had come from behind 




KELOWNA 4 4 4 4
PHONE
Ruors TAXI
1485 EUb St. 
Opposffh the Post ORIct
Valdes Bluster 
Hot Air Today
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) 
The heavyweight boxing cham' 
pion ship dreams and clainis of 
Nino Valdes and his manager, 
Bobby Gleason, were in the night­
mare class today.
The massive Cuban was thor­
oughly beaten and eventually 
knocked out Wednesday night by 
a 4-to-l underdog, Charley Pow­
ell of San Diego, Calif.
Gleason had claimed Valdes 
was toe reak champion. He be­
littled Floyd Patterson’s title.
The end of the bloody affair 
came at 2:03 of the eighto round 
of a scheduled 10-rounder when 
referee Cy Gottfried stopped the
affiliated group, didn’t 
from the- same inattention, how­
ever. It Was toe larger group,!contest as the exhausted Valdes,! 
the boys who haven’t had suf- seemingly flabby at 224 pounds,] 
ficient experience to graduate to sat on his haunches.
Another
T R M F R V ir F  BONSPIGL iwho has been worktog for minor
. baseball since it started m the 
KINGSTON — Eleven 9* orchard City, said that only five 
! F rinks posted first-round’̂  
victories Wednesday in the main 
event of toe third annual Tri- 
Service Bonspiel here. Only two 
of 12 army rinks and three of 






Santa Anita Derby Saturday! series- 
shapes up as anyones race. Western International
A field of about 14 was awaited Nelson 2 Rossland 1 
as entries closed today. The prob- Nelson leads ,12-game, round- 
ables included Sliver Spoon, Fin- robin semi-final with 7 points; 
negan. Ole Fols, Jungle Dancer, Rossland 6; Trail 1.
Fighting Indian, Prince LewKer, OHA-NOHA Senior
Royal Orbit, , Friar Roach, Die Sault Ste. Marie 8 Chatham 4 
Hard, Mr. Deep Well, Tuleg, Ru- Chatham leads best-of-seven 
wcnzorl, Llnmold, Worshiper and semi-final 2-0.
Could Be. Kitchener 4 Sudbury 1
Kitchener leads best-of-seven
BOXERS SOFT, TOO? seml-flaal 3-0.
LONDON (AP) —A month ago porcupine Mines Senior 
Australia's wonder mller, HerbUbitibl 5 'Timmins 6 
Elliott, described United States Abitibi leads round - robin 
trackmen ns “too ^oft.” Ucml-final 3-2; Kapuskaslng 2-2;
British fight promoter Jack ximmlns 2-3.
Solomons came up Wednesday Cape Breton Senior 
with a similar explanation for Sydney 2 Glace Bay 3 
toe American slump In toe world Glace Bay leads bcst-of-nine 
heavyweight boxing rankings. final 3-0.
The U.S. just doesn’t produce n v i i  a« i» i a ig a n
men like Jack Dempsey, Rocky FAST RELIEF FOR 
Marciano and Joe Louis any
more,” he said.
“It can be traced back to the 
kids’ upbringing. They’re taken 
to school in big cars, mollycod 
died by toe parents and told It’s 
wrong to fight.”
OLD PRO COLLAPSES
NEW YORK (AP) -A be  Attcll,
I former w o r l d  featherweight 
I champion and a member of box 
Ings hall of fame, collapsed In a 
restaurant Wednesday night, but 
he still talked like a champ from 
a hospital bed.
*‘i ’m ail right.” ho said. " Ivo  
got a touch of the flu but I'll be 
lout ,of here by tomorrow. Why' 
iBoi], I expect to live,,to be 100.”
It’sonlVOIV;
YOUR EVINRUOe DEALErS 
A U - F A M IL Y
point lead, playing man-for-man 
ball. ■
Instead of calling time out and
deciding on a zone defence to 
protect their lead, they elected 
to continue man-for-man and 
Armstrong’s Gerry Reimer; who 
can practically jump through a 
hoop himself from a standing 
start, started to go. The Cheese- 
men hit toe hemp for 16 points 
before Kelowna started their be­
lated reply, which was too little | 
and too late.
Alvin Popovich led Armstrong! 
in toe game, with 22 points, fol-| 
lowed b̂ y Reimer with 14, Bula­
tovich earned 13 and Burnell 151 
for the losers.
Tonight, however, toe locals! 
plan to write a different scrip, 
when they meet them again, and I 
this time they don’t  plan to fluff 
their lines. Game time in the hlgh| 
school gym is 8:30 p.m.
D c G G H ilu J & o w l (j!e K G ta u $
As dainty and decorative 
a treat aa you can make to 
grace a table. . .  and lo 
delicious, tool Uae 
Flelachmahn’a Aaive Dry 
Yeast for all your home 
baking. , .  you’ll find It easy 
to work with and so 
dependable!
•  o  •
l ^ a l f S n u A -
PLAY WAS HOUGH AND BUMPTIOUS FOR THE FIRST 
YHAME.: and referee Ross Valllcrc of Nanaimo didn't over- 
bdftlen'the club9 'with penalties, but both clubs settled down 
after Schmidt and Kowalchuk had a tangle, to play hockey 
With a capital "H” . ^
Agar knows his b6ys h av e  to play hockey to beat too
Packers, wtu> (Inist^  26 po>tnts ahead of them In league play, 
O'HeUiy knows Wr'boys have to play hockey' to beat too 
CamielM, Who aro Mover to be loid short in a play-off game.
W E E K  
F EB . 2 7  t o  
M A R . 7
1 ,  Mooiure Into bowl







. Active Dry Yeoif 
1*1 itond 10 mlnutot, THEN itir 
wall.
2 ,  Maontlffl*, craam imtll lofl 
%  cup butter er
m argarine 
Oraduolly bland In
%  cup gronulalod augar 
1 leatpoon salt
Add, part at a  tim*, baatlng wall 
, Mfidr aodi oddlHon
4 well-bealf n egga
Sttr In dhiotvad y tait and 
3 cups once-allltd 
all-purpose flour 
end beat imtll imooth find alatllc; 
Work In on additional 
2%  cupt (about) 
enco-alftod 
ail-purpesa Hour
3 ,  Turn out on ltobtly-ftouf««l 
board and Imuad Into a imtotb 
boll, rioc* In flrooMd bowl and 
bnnh with m*ltod buttw or mar- 
gorlno. Cover, let rlio In worm 
ploce, fra# from draft, vntU 
doubled In bulb, about I hour.
4* fwndi down dough. OMde Into 
. 3  equal pleceii roll ooch ploce 
Into, on Odneh iquore. ipriod 
each tquore with




Roll up eo for leHy roll and art Into 
alahl l-lnch piece*, floco bi' 
preoied muffla pono end cut on 
X In each bun wtib a  Rob of 
iclitoro. 9rwib bun* with iMlIad 
butter or moroorine. Covoti U t 
rim unta doubled In bulb, about 
I hour, lobo In a  modtMrototy bol 
overv 973*, about -19 tabwlos.
V|i4d-.a4 buno.
' V.
.The pssnULtldiDf niRbt it was a  wonderful hockey game. 
It s h ^ s  up to be a wuaderful series.
.GNMendMa 
all lhat'a now In booting. .  * boali, oulboordo, 
ncceitotlei. lota of fun for llto whole family.
AT YOUR EVINRUOE DEAIER'S NOW I
0  •
W o t d i  n o  






Open an Old Stylo and pro­
ceed at your leisure. Here's 
the beer for relaxed satis­
faction. Take time to enjoy 
this mellow beer th at’s 
brewed naturally , . , aged 
slowly. . .  the Ol^ Style way, 
This classic beer has been 
a favorite companion In B,C, 
for over twenty years—now 
oven more popular.
for FREE HOME DELIVERY, pY\ot\0
\ s
Kelowna 2224
SICKS* CAPILANO BReWBRV UMITBO
- . . ' ' ■ ....... ................ -1...... ...  ' ' ■' ... Li
Ihls Khrrlliement ii not publlthed or ditplifoil by lh« llqixif 











AUCE WIKSBY. Wcmea’s Editor
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Children's Camps 1 
D iffer In Scope
By Garry Clayeland M yen, Ph.D saws, hand wagons and the like 
Many parents are now Joo‘cin_g|<" ,̂^*‘̂ ^d New ^Cfmpj
I are being asked to bring their favcnt^diah, ,
* LEAVING . . .  today for his 
home in Valemount is Francis 
Blackman who will spend several 
weeks visiUng hit family.
have returned from a seven week 
vacation spent in California.
AFTER a‘ few days visit
M A R Y  H A W O R T H 'S  M A IL
Friendly M atron Disillusioned 
Over Lack O f Social Success
SET FO R S P R IN G
By TRACY AORUN
Here’s another version of the 
suit and jacket ensemble that 
is so popular this season. This 
outfit is in black and white 
Italian silk tweed, a wonderful 
transition fabric.
The shortsleeved dress is 
belted with dalfskin. Over it is 
worn a shoulder-to-shoulder 
cape collared coat wiUi three- 
quarter sleeves, a decorative 
white rose and a black three- 
button closing.
FORMAL TABLE, Laden with 
delicacies from all over the
I world, lends air of elegance to 
I fashionable afternoon tea.
Charmingly Appointed Tea Table 
Contribution To Entertaining
By n>A BAILEY ALLEN
Every fashion in time wanes, 
then later bursts forth anew.^ „ 
T his is •true afternoon tea: 
parties, • which are high style 
again either for a few guests or 
for a large group.
The party may be a reception 
for an honored guest or VIP, a 
birthday celebration for an older 
person, or open house during 
holidays.
LENGTHY PREPARATION
Time was when the prepara­
tions for a formal tea meant days 
of advance preparation. Not so 
today. While previewing the 
thousands of delicacies shown at 
the recent National Fancy Foods 
and Confectioner’s Show in New 
York City, the Chef and I taste- 
tested dozens of dainties that arc 
good to serve with tea and coffee.
“ Imagine a long table covered 
with a gleaming white damask 
or embroidery-cToth," mused the 
Chef. "In the center, a low bowl 
of red and white roses. At one 
end, a tray containing an electri­
fied urn of hot water, delicate 
cups and saucers, and a choice 
of several connoisseur teas in in­
dividual bags, including the new 
spiced tea. At the opposite end, 
a tray containing hot coffee serv­
ice.’’
NEW FASHIONS IN 
PETITS FOURS
“On the table, arranged on 
beautiful silver, hammered alu­
minum or china plates, I can
O Y A M A  N E W S
OYAMA —• The Kalamalka Wo­
men's Institute 1 Is this year 
again collecting for the Canadian 
, Red Cross Society. Mrs. R. Main 
is the convener.
Canvassers will be calling nt all 
homes in the Oynmn district with­
in the next two weeks. It Is hoped 
residents' will have donations 
ready for this worthy cause.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Townsend have 
Just returned from Vancouver 
where they spent the past few 
months visiting their son Stanley 
Tbwnsend and hla family.
Imagine an enticing assortment 
of ^ e  deUgbtful packaged petit 
fours we are discovering at this 
show. Chef,’’ I said,
“There are dozens of kinds; 
some frosted, others the crisp 
wafer type. There are cham­
pagne biscuits, real macaroons, 
ladyfingers; thin, crisp finger- 
length sweet biscuits or sticks 
with mocha; coffee, nut or lem­
on filling.
“World-famous r i c h  butter 
cookies come from France, Bel­
gium, Holland and the British 
Isles. The canned pound and 
Dundee cakes are now on sale 
in loaf form, put into dainty 
finger-length strips for party or 
dessert service. Also, tiny boxed 
crisp pastry shells, filled with 
wild strawl^rry jam and lemon 
cheese from the British Isles, 
topped with whole preserved 
berries.
Then, too, there are tall 
stemmed compote dishes, filled 
with candies from France and 
Italy and chocolates from Swltzer- 
land.
SANDWICHira FOR MEN
The ladies will love these 
sweets, Madame," observed the 
Chef. “Now I beg a word for the 
men.
"Provide saVory sandwiches— 
small and thin ns is proper for 
a tea-reception, made with the 
imported dark pumpernickel, al­
so of superior white bread.
"For these 1 suggest fillings 
of thln-sllced chilled canned 
smoked ham, smoked fish or 
poultry, or thin-sliced canned 
chicken breasts with a thin 
spreading of cold canned or in­
stant HoUnndais'e sauce we have 
just seen, i
"Sandwiched flUed with pate 
dc foie gras, ham pate, Roque­
fort and Cheddar cheese spread 
should be included; too."
DEAR MARY HAWOR’n i :  My with 
husband and I are in our late 
thirties, happily married (after 16 
years) and have a handsome son,
13. with a good sense of humor.
My husband does high type re­
search, we own our home and our 
income is quite sufficient. He was 
seriously ill last year, so I am 
doubly thankful that he is still 
with us.
My problem is lack of social 
communication with others — 
though I don’t brood about it. 
After six years in this location, I 
have exactly one good friend, a 
number of nodding acquaintances, 
and two couples whom we see oc 
casionally.
I am neither mousy nor aggres- 
slve; at 37 I still look attractive 
I speak up, yet also listen, and 
do enjoy sociability. 1 lend a 
band with PTA, Cub Scouts, civic 
work, etc., still I am just a face 
in the crowd to others. After 
meeting the same people time 
and again, they are still as 
“ happy to meet me” the fourth 
time as the first,
THEY ENTERTAINED.
WHEN NEWCOMERS 
During our first years here, we 
entertained — at large parties 
small parties and couple-to- 
qouple. I always returned invi 
tations within reasonable time 
Two years in succession we gave 
a New Year’s party, and on the 
third year, when we didn’t, we 
weren’t asked anywhere.
People sceni to enjoy our hos 
pitality and to enjoy being with 
us, when we are in sight. But it 
seems never to occur to these 
people to include us in their 
social life. We are on the same 
social level as the people around 
us, so it can’t be snobbishness.
Am I getting upset over noth­
ing? Should I be content with my 
family and ever-loving Siamese 
cats; quit banging my head 
against the “so-happy-to-meet- 
you” people, and stay within 
family projects and the few 
friends we have? J. G.
HER EXPECTATIONS 
WERE UNREAUS'nC
DEAR J. G.: It occurs to me 
that your approach to social life 
in the new location was probably 
unrealistic; and that you are 
dealing with the gradual disinte­
gration of an illusion.
'*When ybd caihe here, six years 
ago, you probably assumed that 
your husband’s high level re­
search work and his five-figure 
income were synonymous with 
social entree, that would more or 
less draw .you into the midst of 
things—^keeping you on your toes 
as a good host and cordial guest.
over summer camps for their] 
youngsters for next summer.  ̂
Camps differ widely in physical 
equipment, health and sanitary 
measures and quality of leader­
ship and personnel.
Otherwise they are more or 
less alike, emphasizing super­
vised group fun and contests in 
sports, related individual skills 
and some craftsmanship, i)cr- 
haps.
Most camps make some ges­
ture at teaching responsibility, 
a widening circle of con- such as requiring the youngster 
genial friends. to make his own bed and tidy up
Also, possibly you weren’t ac- his room or tent. A few camps 
customed to that sort of living also require children to take 
back home." (The sort of "new turns at waiting on tables, clear 
life" you were visualizing, I ing away dishes after meals. A 
mean). few even require them to help
At any rate, what you've en- wash dishes or prepare foods for 
counter^ is different from what cooking, 
you had expected. As to why you But the total time a child at- 
don’t register, it probably is be- tending a camp must really 
cause you are just what you say work Is very short indeed. I t  isn’t 
namely: a nice attractive wife, easy to find a camp for a boy or 
neither limp nor pushy, cutting, girl, from 10 to 15, where he or 
no news-making figure in the she will really have to work hard 
community. And wito a husband for two, three or four hours daily 
who kn ’t in the n ^ s  either; a n d L j.Q u « E  WORK 
maybe so absorbed in his re- , ,
search work that the social game L   ̂ ?? , * camping age,
doesn’t Interest Wm. (Scientists I
husbands are notably no help to required at least two hours 
gregariously inclined wives), physical work
which no child could escape or 
BE VERT PERSONAL dwadle over.
IN HUNTING FRIENDS Most camps were not built for
In this city it sometimes hap- work programs. Yet an area 
pens that a nice couple (like might be rented within a mile or 
yourselves) hitherto overlooked two of the camp to wh>h the 
in the crowd, zooms suddenly into children could walk, where, per- 
the social spotlight, if the hus- haps, ditches could be dug for 
band gets a high federal appoint- draining swamps, underbrush and 
meat, or crashes the news with a other debris cleared away, small 
spectacular achievement. It is a stones removed, roads construct 
case, then, of being a "name”- ed, land terraced, fences built, 
person in a town where news Is whitewashed or painted, each 
big business; and "names are child being assigned to do the 
news." Once the name is In the kind of job he was physicaUy able 
news, the face sticks in the hand- to do. 
shaker’s memory, at least for a There would be no heavy or 
while—until new tides of VIPs roll automatic machinery but lots of 
in. |shoveb, picks, hoes, hammers.
program in view.
I would also be looking lor a 
regular dally period of at least 
30 minutes for the reading of 
Boproved books and magaiines. 
The TV exposure In one or more 
central places would rule out 
Westerns and all programs of 
violence.
LETTERS HOME
Every child would be required 
to write home at least twice a 
week. About half the child’s day 
would be left for the traditional 
sports, contests, nature study and 
craftsmanship.
Right now I don’t know of 
such a camp and I might not 
find one. But It’s my guess that 
before many years there will be 
a goodly number of such camps, 
in response to a rapidly grow^g 
demand by discriminating par­
ents.
with her motker Mrs. Gordon 
Ross. UBC student Miss Beryl 
Ross rqturaed to the coast this 
week.
SENIOR FELLOWSHIP . . . 
Qrcle of St- Paul's United Church 
held their monthly meeting in the 
church TViesday afternoon, with 
Mrs. C. G. Murdock and Mrs. 
hlildred Webster as hostesses.
WEEKEND . . . travellers to 
the coast were Mr. and Mrs, C.
Boake, who visited their son 
Ted, a student at Vancouver Col 
lege.
HOUDAYKRS RETURN .
Mr. and Mrs. Gordm Crosby and 
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Cramm
H ITH E R  A N D  Y O N
MOVING EAST . . . Mrs. John 
Kerr and little daughter will 
leave Saturday for Guelph, Ont., 
to join Mr. Kerr who was recent­
ly transferred to that city.
LADIES’ AUXILIARY . . of
the Kelowna Yacht Qub will hold 
a pot-luck supper this Saturday at 
6:30 p.m. for members. The ladies
The realistic treatment of your 
situation is to become quite per­
sonal and specific in your atti­
tude towards others. Choose to 
know persons who genuinely at­
tract you, also those who are at 
hand. Concentrate on earning 
their liking, being their friends, I 
developing interests in common 
and, within that modest circle, I 
you will have a cross-section of 
all humanity. Don’t cultivate the| 
"crowd" as such.
Also, as you have contributive | 
energy to bum, get a "producer*' 
job of some sort, outside of home-1 
making; maybe on a part-time 
basis. M. H.
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her in care | 
of The Daily Courier.
A m
t - - - "
I,:




In Tuesday’s edition of The I 
Daily Courier the article concern-1 
ing the recent meeting of United I 
Church, women was incorrectly-| 
edited. T h e  word presbytery was I 
substituted for presbyterial. We 
sincerely regret any lncoaven-| 
ience this may have caused.
OOOlkH W




H E A R IN G  A ID S *
Zenith CITATION
S S S S F ^ o w ‘2 10 ”
m R  DIM ONSIRATONI
KELOWNA 
OPTICAL CO.
1135 Ellis 8l„ Phone 298?
St. Paul's Church 
Auxiliaries Plan 
Sale On Saturday
Auxiliaries to St. Paul’s Unitci 
Church are holding a rummage 
sale, Soturday, March 7 nt 1;30 
p.m. at First United Church Hqll, 
corner Bernard and lUchtor,
Anyone haying any rummage 
they have to donate Is asked to 
phone Mrs. Bowers at 3595 and 
arrangements will be mado to 
have it picked up.
Fellowship Group 
Founded For
With the aim of developing true 
Christian fellowship within the 
church and in the community, 
congregation members of St, 
David’s Presbyterian Church this 
week organized a new group to 
be known as St. David’s Fellow­
ship.
Meetings will be held at 8 p.m. 
on the second Tuesday of each 
month at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Larry Lougheed, Stirling 
Place, A variety of activities is 
planned, with concentration on 
service and friendship.
William Halyk was chosen pres­
ident, Mrs. John Russell will 
serve as vice-president, with sec 
retnry Mrs. Larry Lougheecd, and 
treasurer Mrs. Daniel Holmes.
Anyone in te rests  In attending 
the meetings is cordially invited, 
and it is suggested that contact 
be made with Mrs. I^oughced at 
3929. Meeting for this month will 




Till 9  p.m.
WALL AND CEILING 
WASHING
New aelentino nethod *f 
WaU Waahiai 
. Free I^Umatei , , .  
aatisfiiethai gaaraateed
Our trained staff will machlni 
wash your waUs In quick-quick 
time with no mess or fuss 
Special detergent, harmless to 
paint, no splash, no mess, time 
savinig mechanical process 
reduces costly man hours. You 
save — you run no risks of 
accidents.








For Y o u r  N e w  S p rin g  
C o at an d  S u it
Our selection of Spring Coats 
and Suits feature the pastel 
shades tailored from the finest 
all wool materials, including 
Blin & Blln, Tweeds, Cash­
meres and Doeskins.
Complete else range
2 9 .9 5  to 8 5 .0 0
I a w a k i a A S U I P
DAYS
Muijr n«m MtM to 1^  a toed
nilhl'o tmL Thtf looo wid ItHn {n 
M-ond tlim ora Adi ond IUiIom 
tlwouihort tho day.
llotlilif kidiMya fillor j^MOt an! 
M(«u Kida from IIm MMd. li lliajr 
alow dami and baewitlaa alar tha 
t j t U m ,  dialuibtd foal, llrad faaHn| 
All ol aiMcIi nay bo and hadbebo aflan faBaw. II p m  
dna la ■ law|)araiy da«1 raal wall al idthl-U ya« 
task tandkiwt »()kh haran’l Ikat aptl|h(ly a(?|i al haahk 
talla far Ilia naa al bt IIm do)!lInw--uaa Dadd’s Kldnay 
Dadd’s Kldnay BBa,\ fiBa. Yaq can dayand on Dadd’al
at
\
This is the Easter to look romantic, feminine, e legan t. . . to choose fabulously flattering fashions 
from our breathtaking collection of all that’s new for spring. Here are sumptuous fabrics and 
colors . . .  styles you’ll lose your heart to, wear proudly, again and again.
SKIRTS -  Sizes 3 8  to  4 4
AU TONI LYNN Fashion Wear 
All Imported Fabrics
Celenese washable in the latest styling .. 5.95 
Wash and Wear mixture Viscose, T O * !
Tcrrylene Si%. and Worsted 45%,  ̂ i  A  Q A  
washable, wrinkleproof lU o Y O
100% Virgin Wool in pastel shades .... 12.95
Wood Tweeds, from .................................. 5,95
SLACKS and SLIMS
James Chambers. Authentic miniature tartan, 
pure wool.
BLOUSES
Just arrived —  size 38 to 44
La Ro.se nylon Tricot Drip Dry
Y2 sleeve, white and pastels ..........
Bruck fabric . . .  hand washable with
short sleeve and Peter Pan co lla r__
Lace trim Dacron
sleeve .......... ....................................
Terrylenc Suit Blouse. White with lace
trim, % sleeve .................. ......................






Now on display our new collection, delightful 
colors . . . all styled to flatter
Slaclu, ..—...... 14.59 SUms 12.95
PURSES
Now on display In all thC' Iatcst styles and 
colors. F ro m .................. .................1.50 to 5.00
LINGERIE
Nylon Baby Dolls, Waltz length and Long 
Gowns. AH new, all in Spring shades—
from 2.98 to 10.95
Amel Slips wiUi lace trim, from 2,98
Kaymnr Terrylcne S lip s............. ................... . 4.98
Nylon Slips white and colored _ ____ 3,98
Half Slips In nylon, cotton or crepe ............... 1.98
Crinolines in nylon and cotton, from . . . . . . . .  2,98
Briefs — all materials from as low a s ............ lOo
Stretchy Nylon Briefs ...................... ............... 1.19
NYLONS
Whisper seamless mesh or plain 1.50
SPRING FLOWERS
Just arrived In colors to blend with \ your 
Easter outfit. F rom ............... ; . . .  15« lo^l.l9
lUNDATION GARMENTS 
AND BRASSIERES
Playtex . . . Exquisite Formi.----- ---------  - ................................Gothic
Sarong . . . Fair F^rm  . . , Daisy Fresh , .  . 
Sllf-eew* , , . Sllf-skln. I.ovabIe Wonder-bra 
size for every form.
Gloves —- Scarves and Jewelry available
SHOES
Spring-o-lators in plastic with black 11 QC 
Buede trim, hi-hccl, size 5 to 9 a t .... I  
f’laltio black patent, tongue and smalt M A jF  
bow trim. B and AA w idths............... H e  # 3
Ballerina black plgtcx, pointed toc,‘ bow A OC'
at front. 4 to OW ....................... ................• t . T J
Flatiio beige leather with pearl button trim, 4  A r  
medium and narrow widths. Sizes 4 to 10
"41* Reimard Ave* 
Phone 2022
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Alcohol Primer Declares 
There's Reason For Hope
standpoint of ‘‘spreading knowl­
edge and information," we hope 
sincerely, that this “spray of
COURIER COINWORD
Br NOKAIAN GOTRO 
Daily C«orler SUff Writer
It leems appropriate at this 
time, in view of Important ‘na­
tional and international reporU 
on the '/a v y  Increase in the 
disease alcoholism, to review 
what has been discovered in this 
field of research. More, it is
* apropos that a definite contribu­
tion of lasting significance to-
* ward the combat and levelling of
* this vicious illness be pointed up,
' not alone as a guide to those W”®
would challenge “John Barley­
corn at his worst," but as a 
special tribute to one who has 
recovered from the sickness, ap­
plied vigorous
i^ g e  gain^  and won the respect 
and admiration of literally mil­
lions throughout the civilized 
world.
THE FACT THAT Mrs. Marty 
Mann, executive director of the 
American National Committee on 
Alcoholism has been an honored 
guest and principal speaker at 
many alcoholism study convent­
ions in Canada, provides this op­
portunity to review the wide­
spread ravages of alcoholism as 
set forth in her brilliant book 
“Primer On Alcoholism." The 
book, first published in 1950. has 
gone through innumerable print­
ings and is regarded as a peren­
nial world best seller. Mrs. 
Mann's Primer has won the 
plaudits of scientist and layman 
alike and has been reviewed 
favorably all over the world.
The book's publishers, Rine­
hart and Company, Inc., reveal 
that Mrs. Mann’s interest in edu­
cating the public about the di- 
se{|se alcoholism dates from her 
own recovery more than 19 years 
- ago. Trained at the Yale School 
of Alcohol Studies, she is the 
. author of a multitude of medical 
and popular articles on the sub­
ject and lectures five times a 
week across the continent.
IN 1944, MRS. MANN helped 
found and became executive di­
rector of the American National 
Committee on Alcoholism, work­
ing closely under such disting- 
xiished medical scientists as Dr. 
Howard Haggard and Dr. E. M. 
Jcllinek, the latter of whom 
pioneer^ the now-famed so-called 
“ rule - of - the - thumb” medical 
' chart “The Phases of Alcohol 
Addiction." During its first form 
ative five years, the committee 
was a division of the Yale Plan 
on Alcoholism, but now has 
reached the maturity of independ­
ent status.
“Primer on Alcoholism" con­
tends at the outset “ alcoholism Is 
a disease which manifests itself 
chiefly by the uncontrollable 
drinking of the victim, who is 
known as an alcoholic . . . it is 
a progressive disease, which, if 
left untreated, grows more viru­
lent year by year, driving its 
victims further and further from 
the normal world, and deeper 
and deeper into an abyss which 
has only two outlets: insanity or 
death. Alcoholism, therefore, is 
a progressive, and often a fatal, 
disease, IF it is not treated and 
arrested . . . but, it can be ar­
rested."
IF, AS MRS. MANN contends, 
and few have disputed her, this 
disease has a driving force re­
sulting in only two outlets . . . 
“ insanity or death" . . . then, 
surely, particularly since its 
spread has become somewhat 
disturbing, both press and public 
should be willing to lead an at­
tentive car to those who would 
inform us of the causative factors 
of alcoholism, how to recognize 
alcoholics and what to do about 
them. Since this is what Mrs. 
Mann's book purports to do, it 
would seem to fill an urgent need.
The author declares it to be 
her belief "that millions more al- 
coholies could recover—if they 
and those surrounding them had, 
AND USED, the basic knowledge 
and practical information which 
' we already possess . . . "
It has been stated categorically 
and Mrs. Mann's book describes 
In detail, that “millions suffer 
from the disease." Statisticians 
of both sides of the border esti­
mate 6,000,000 Americans and 
' better suffer from alcoholism in 
various forms and better than 
’ three-quarters of a million in 
' Canada. Mrs. Maqn declares 
“twenty million more . . . rela­
tives and friends and employers 
of the alcoholics . . .  arc directly 
affected by the disease." And 
therefore she directs Primer On 
Alcoholism to the twenty mil­
lion. The work contains pifnctlcal 
and concrete knowledge, which, 
when used objectively by non­
alcoholics can be turned towards 
• effective handling of the problem 
IN THIS SOUND TREATISE, 
the author hps'no axe to grind, 
i^e avoids political and religious 
consideration. Mrs, Mann is not 
particularly Interested in the 
aale of the book for finanpial gain 
—price of the work bears witness 
‘ to this. What Primer On Alcohol- 
' ism does give the interested 
reader—and who. among us is not 
intemsted in ridding civilization 
' of tragedy, despair and death?— 
Is a description of alcoholism; 
who is not an alcoholic; various 
’ traatments and that alcoholics Can 
recover if they themselves so de- 
ilie, With astonishing veracity 
and factuality (for a loywomani 
she lists medical treatments, 
aversion treatments, psychiatric 
sanitarium and lay therapies. ' 
TIMELir. in view of the fact 
the B^C. Alcoholism Foundation 
says there are more than 2$,000 
problem drinkers In this prov­
ince. there Is a splendid, srett- 
tnfiimed, well-written chapter on 
Aomiymoua. fUnce ^  
is ip. he the most effecttve 
' '|.laf ̂ ikWP^ttlng. th f disease
/ elco*. 
:,liotid''aid 'since Ihtfe.' hfO'; pnore 
Ihan M  Yeemeries Itom aico* 
\ hoUihH in this VaUcy . b e t f ^  
'''4 - i'. b^cr» '-  wls
, U ' S 1 ' - I ' I ) I
chapter U of particular local and 
provincial interest.
Mrs. Mann writes; "AlcolwUcs 
Anonymous has been called an 
organlzaUon. a society, a move­
ment. a fellowship, a semi-relig- 
lous group, and a method of treat­
ment . . .  none of these descrip­
tions is accurate, some of them 
are completely wrong. AA is 
neither an organization nor a 
society in the accepted sense of 
words. Nor is it a semi- 
religious group, nor a 'moyc- 
menf—whatever that may bel­
li is bmh of fellowship and a 
method of treatment but it is al­
so many other things, so that 
neither word in itself Is desenp- 
tive cnough.To its own members, 
AA is first a Way back to life, 
and then a design for living. To 
the outside world it has often 
been, simply, a miracle!''
holism and alcoholics are 
antly being spread far and wide; 
IF the public attitude undergoes 
a drastic change for the better; 
IF adequate treatment facilities 
arc provided within the geo­
graphic and financial reach of 
e v e r y  alcoholic and h i s  
family , . •”
Tlllg BOOK was written in 
1950. There have been signs Mrs.
Algerian Provisional Rule 
Shot Through W ith Discord
found ability to inscribe on paper 
“The Way Out!" (PRIMER ON
SSfrm's ho^s s i o ^  are being ALCOHOLISM by Marty M.nm 
reaUzed throughout North Ameri- published by Rlnfkart and Comp- 
ca and elsewhere. From the'any. Inc.. New York.)_________
OTTAWA (CP'
MANN s 'T R E S S E s ii io n  have charged theMRS. MANN S T R fc S s  s  government with erroding Cana- 
throughout her brok, whether sovercigntv with an air dc-
like It or not alcohol sm in all J ‘“^ /°poU erw hich  makes the 
its degrees and forms is with u , apparently dependent on
tims" in- U.S. equipment, ‘technology and
roads on our young people: it has supply for defence.
tnis soray ui CAIRO (Reuters! -  A batUe 
, • •• ujiii h,. recarded over the direction of the insur-
western pine 8 jjj Lent war against French rule in
as a concrete step Algeria has broken out in the
? r i t e  to M r s . M a n n 's^ u n J -^ ^
^ S i s m '^ r a r c h  and her pro-
A side issue to the conflict is 
the death of Amir Allawa, in­
surgent representative in Beirut 
whose body was found outside 
government h e a d  quarters in 
Cairo Feb. 10.
A spokesman said later that 
Ferhat Abbas, premier of the 
provisional government, believed 
the official had jumped to his 
death from a fifth-floor windojv. 
But the foreign minister, Dr 
_  _ Lamlne Debaghine, publicly dis
The oppo-sl- ned bomber which is a dimlnish-tagreed. His spokesman said: *;We 
‘ing threat. This is being done atjbclicvc it was assassination
DEMANDS RETALIATION 
The sources here said Debagh­
ine will raise the matter again 
within the cabinet, asking Abbas 
to punish whoever was respons­
ible for Allawa’s death, what-
Opposition Blasts Tories 
For Sovereignty Giveaway
affected millions and it still is on 
the increase. Therefore, there is 
fodder for deep thought here and 
a practical method of action for 
all.
FEW BOOKS on disease have 
been wound up in quite the man­
ner Mrs. Mann's “Primer On 
Alcoholism" is concluded. The 
great medical writers of our 
time, including those whose popu­
larity springs from the ability to 
couch scientific matters of great 
depth in terminology at once 
understandable and inspiring for 
the layman, usually complete 
their works on notes of hope— 
hope free from proviso. Not so, 
Mrs. Mann. “Primer On Alcohol­
ism" finally states “there is 
reason for hope"—but her opti­
mism is “predicated on a very 
big IF."
“This hope," says she, "can 
become a reality only IF know­
ledge and information about alco-
a considerably smaller cost than 
the Arrow.
The NORAD agreement pro­
vided for tcmiwrary use of Cana­
dian airfields by U.S. intercept­
ors and to make this use easier 




VANCOUVER (CP) — Chancel­
lor A. E. (Dal) Grauer of the 
University of British Columbia 
says allegations made against 
him in the legislature were “un­
warranted and unsupported.”
Mr. Grauer, also president of 
the B.C. Electric Company, de­
clined further comment on re­
marks made by Gordon Dowding, 
CCF member for Burnaby, who 
said M’r. Grauer is “one of the
government's greatest support- **ers.
Mr. Dowding said j^litics had 
played a part in appointments to 
the UBC board of governors and 
suggested this was one reason 
the board had not voiced strong 
protests against the government’s 




LONDON (Reuters)—The News 
Chronicle says Britain may ban 
airliners not equipped with the 
British l“moving finger” radar 
system following the adoption by 
the International Civil Aviation 
Association of a rival United 
States navigation system.
The aviation correspondent of 
The Chronicle says the action is 
contemplated b e c a u s e  British 
transport ministry offlclaLs be­
lieve the British system Is the 
“only safe way of controlling 600- 
milc - an - hour jetliners In the 
crowded air over this country."
The correspondent says the 
BrltlsK Dccca r a d a r  system 
“never had a chance" at last 
week's ICAO meeting In Montreal 
and that “ the Americans said 
baldly that they were not inter­
ested in discussing whether the 
Decen system was better than 
their own system."
Ho says American support for 
the U.S. VOR system was for 
"political reasons" because more 
than $560,000,000 "of U.S. taxpay­
ers money has been spent on it 
for military planes."
The Dally Express, which says 
the "British system is safer, 
cheaper and m o r e  flexible," 
claims that "technical consider- 
ntiona were swept aside" at Mont­
real and the .American .system 
adopted bc<^auso the United States 
was “prepared to offer free 
equipment and service to those 
who will accept it."
that air defence policy is only 
part of a flexible defence system 
that makes it possible to get equal 
air defence for a fraction of the 
cost of an air force equipped with 
Canadian-produced supersonic jets 
such as the CF-105 Arrow.
The defence debate developed 
out of two opposition non-confi­
dence motions presented during 
a supply debate. They will come 
to a vote tonight.
MAKESHIFT EXPEDIENT 
Opposition Leader Pearson said 
the government substituted a 
makeshift expedient for policy 
when it cancelled the Arrow de­
velopment program at Malton, 
Ont. It decided to retain the obso­
lete CF - 100 and introduce Bo- 
marc anti-aircraft missiles paid 
for by the'U.S.
Coupled with his criticism was 
the charge that Printie Minister 
Diefenbaker was unfair in blam­
ing A. 'V. Roe (Canada) Limited 
for laying off 14,000 employees at 
Malton .Feb. 20. More than 2,000 
have since returned to work.
Defence Minister Pearkes said 
r a p i d  scientific development 
made flexibility a necessity in 
Canadian defence. The govern­
ment’s policy was a continuation 
of Liberal policy — to support 
NATO’s balanced and integrated 
defence supplied by members ac­
cording to resources. Periodic 
changes had to be considered in 
the type of force Canada could 
contribute. ;
Mr. Pearson’s non - confidence 
motion said “ the prolonged de­
lay of the government in deter­
mining air defence policy and 
planning in co-operation with our 
allies is preventing the effective 
use of Canada’s defence produc­
tion facilities and manpower.” 
SOVEREIGNTY LOST 
CCF spokesman Harold Winch, 
Vancouver East, a d d e d  ân 
amendment saying the delay “ is 
contributing to the erosion of Ca­
nadian sovereignty.”
He argued that because Can­
ada isn’t going to produce man­
ned interceptors for defence and 
will rely on U.S.-produced mis­
siles without signs of producing 
them in this country “we have 
handed over a great part of Ca­
nadian sovereignty to the United 
States."
Mr. Pearkes said it is no dis­
credit to any government if they 
are cautious at times and want 
to be perfectly certain before 
they take some particular line of 
action, and if they try to be as 
near certain as possible that that 
action is right.”
The CF-lOO and Bomarc mis­
siles which will form the basis of 
Capadinn air defence is intended 
for defence against the man-
ments made at some of our air­
fields. particularly in Western 
Canada where we have no de­
fence provided by the RCAF.”
In addition, he said, seven ma­
jor new Pinetrec stations will be 
built, five in Western Canada and 
two in Northern Ontario and Que­
bec. RCAF personnel would man 
all these stations.
Over the next two or three 
years Canada would be taking 
over seven airfields at DEW line 
sites.
ever his position.
Differences also were reported 
over the introduction of “demo­
cratic methods” in the conduct! 
of the war in Algeria, in progress! 
more than four years. i
Debaghine will ask for the rec­
ognition of a “constructive oppo-j 
sition movement” within the Mos­
lem nationalist leadership operat­
ing outside Algeria, the sources | 
said.
QUESTION U.A.R .SUPPORT
Some members of the Insurgent] 
cabinet are understood to take 
the view that the movement | 
would do better by dropping the] 
aid it receives from Arab coun-' 
tries, particularly the United 
Arab Republic. However, they  ̂
are not pressing the point be­
cause it could endanger the soli-j 
darlty of the movement.
The 16 members of the govern­
ment in Cairo, led by Abbas, a 
59-ycar-old former chemist, arc 
responsible for the over-all direc­
tion of the Algerian insurrection.
The government is recognized 
by Communist China, Indonesia! 
and the Arab states, which have] 
pledged themselves through the! 
Arab League to pay £12,000,000 j 
annually to the provisional gov-' 
ernment.
Festival of Foods
Check Yesterday's Courier lo r our 
Special Features
Y is it . . .
FARROW & SILVESTER
“ Your Friendly 1 G \ Food Market”
Check the values Galore!!!
Prices effective until March 7th
Listowel Mass Funeral For 
Arena Dead Held In Silence
LISTOWEL. Ont. (CP)--5pring-
SHOULD DEMAND RIGHTS
Mr. Pearson said that instead 
of rushing into the NOPAD — 
North American Air Defence — 
agreement, the g o v e r n  ment 
should have used the U.S. desire 
to get it signed as a lever to 
ensure “that Canada’s legitimate 
rights in all aspects of continen­
tal d e f e n c e  should be safe­
guarded.”
“We should have linked the 
signing of the NORAD agreement 
with suitable and equitable ar­
rangements for pooling defence 
production and developing de­
fence resources.”
Regarding the Arrow cancella­
tion, he said neither the com­
pany nor the defence minister in­
terpreted Mr. D i e f e nbaker’s 
statement in September as being 
the death sentence the prime 
minister claimed it was.
If the September statement 
clearly meant cancellation, the 
government s h o u l d  then have 
consulted with the company to] 
plan ahead. '
The Arrow situation supported 
the indictment that the govern­
ment “refuses to face a problem, 
until it becomes a crisis and then 
acts piecemeal and in panic. In 
this important matter that is the 
record—a record of inadequate 
and inefficient planning.”
The way in which Bomarc and 
the SAGE electronic system that 
controls the missile were being 
introduced into continental air 
defence “appears to make us 
completely dependent on U.S 
equipment, technology and sup
ply.”
like weather touched this town 
but found no response in the 
hearts of the people.
It was funeral day for Lis­
towel.
Sunshine and a warm breeze 
bathed the two 'hilltop churches 
in a brilliant glow, the first break 
in a week of sullen stormy skies.
Yet hundreds of silent towns­
folk walked through the slush 
and snow - water rivulets with 
heads bowed and eyes dull with 
grief.
Inside the Listowel U n i t e d  
Church seven small caskets of 
grey metal held the crushed 
bodies of seven boys who died 
Saturday at 9:28 a.m. when the 
massive roof of Memorial Arena 
crashed down on a peewee league 
hockey game. Beside them a 
larger one of oak enclosed the 
body of Kenneth McLeod, the 
town recreation director who was 
refereeing the game.
While the tolling church bell 
timed the plodding steps of the 
niourners, m o r e  than 800 rela­
tives and friends trowded into the 
white wooden church.
A block away in Knox Presby­
terian Church the public over­
flowed 900 seats to hear the pub­
lic address system which carried
the m u s i c  and words of the
family service from Listowel 
United. Many had to stand out­
side to hear the quiet words of 
Rev. J . D. Martin, the United 
Church rector.
“ Our community h a s  been 
struck a severe blow,” Mr. Mar­
tin said.
He spoke of the “loss of pre­
cious lives” in the sudden tra ­
gedy which had been felt by all 
of the town’s 3,500 people 
Ken McLeod, he said, had been 
a valuable leader in the commun­
ity. “He was loved by our chil­
dren and taught them tĥ e skills 
of the games and the spirit of 
fair play
The seven boys — ivic’Ky Kauf­
man, 10; Keith Wight. 10; Jimmy 
Hastings, 11: Ken Hymers, 11; 
Barry Smith, 11; Bryan See- 
haver, 12, and Mel Rheubottom, 
12—were “just beginning to act 
like little men. . . .
Mr. M a r t i n  then cautioned 
against bitterness, saying “every­
thing that happens fits into the 
pattern for good."
At the moment it was impos­
sible to see this in its fullness. 
But it would develop, perhaps in 
more careful leadership and the 
provision of safer places for chil­




C O IN W O R D  BONUS
In Addition to Your Prize
Attach a label from any IGA Product to your 
COINWORD entry. If your entry is a winner and you 
have an IGA SALES SLIP and IGA PRODUCT 
LABEL you win double the money . . .
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Extra $50.00 Food Hamper
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PROTEST ISRAELI MOVES
CAIRO (API—The secretary- 
general of the Arab League 
charged that Israel is recruiting 
thousands of young men with 
military training from Eastern 
Europe to launch new attacks on 
the Arab world. Abdel Khalek 
Ha.s.souna made the charge at an 
Arab League council called to 
consider large-scale Immigration 
from Eastern Europe to Israel.
WOMEN POLICE
Policewomen direct all traffic 
at some of the key spots in 
Seoul, capital of South Korea.
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Milkman Delivers A 
Supply Of Fresh Milk
Phone 2 0 8 4  for Friendly, Dependable Service
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Stands Behind Every! Bottle
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Enclose a Scalon Hood 
or\oiir hiimo from Pure 
Pak carton. Butter or 
CoUngo Cheese.
4
DOUBLE THE PRIZE W iA  a RECEIPT
NO WINNER U S T  WEEK
CORRECT ANSWER FOR LAST WEEK WILL APPEAR 
IN FRIDAY, MARCH 6, COURIER.
*660.00
C A N BE W O N
K  a Receipt is Enclosed.
$330 will be awarded to the first correct entry opened and will 
be doubled if the contestant encloses a receipt of purchase made 
tfter March 4, 1959, from Long Super Drugs, Your Kelowna 
Creamery, S & S Television Centre and Appliances, Farrow & 
Silvester Super IGA Market. All entries MUST be in Courier 
building no later than 1:30 p.m. W ednesday of next week. Late 
entries will be disqualified. Study the dues carefully before you 
answer. There is always one answer which is best.
The decision of the judges is final and all contestants taking 
part in the contest agree to abide by the decision. There is no 
limit to the number of entries that may be submitted by one 
contestant. All entries MUST be clipped from a copy of The 
Daily Courier. Plain paper entries arc not allowed. Any number 
of entries may be submitted in a single envelope, provided they 
conform with the above rules. Separate receipts are required to 
qualify each entry for the double prize. Daily Courier employ­
ees, advertisers appearing on this page, and their families, are 
not eligible to enter. Entries must be submitted to Coinword 
Editor, Kelowna Daily Courier, Kelowna, B.C.
' s
s
Cut Around Dotted Line
CLUES ACROSS
entails some1. For rulers of a rebellious country, a —  
risk.
3. Such material is usually easier to iron.
6. It’s aimoying to find a defect in something for which
you’ve Ju s t------- — out good money.
7. Cattle rustlers needed to be handy with the lasso for
—------- steers.
11. “E t --------- , Brute?”




19. Period of time: Abbr.
20. Conversation which is full of it niny offepd many people.
21. A producer often has trouble getting tlic ----- —  he wants
for a play,
22. For what reason?
23. Such commitments sometimes prevent a Hollywood star 
from accepting a Broadway engagement.
25. ----------votes may signify an unexpected outcome of an
election.
26. —....... . criticism, even if constructive, is often resented.
CLUES DOW N
1. Fog m a y ------ some naval maneuvers at sea.
'Av
2. A  lecture can be spoiled if these prevent one from under­
standing the speaker’s words,
3. It’s only natural, that Baby —------at first when he tries
to walk.
4. Fifty-one: Rom, num,
5. The thrifty person likes to persuade his too-extravagant
friend t o ----------his kind of budget,
8. Evict.
9. Chemical symbol, Niton.
,10. A champion player may moan at his wife’s — — - pn the 
Country Club links. '
13. Probably a narcotics peddler would rather his family 
didn’t know of th e -------- - involved in his “work.”
16. The kind of weather when few pcpplc like doing errands.
18. Light carriage. \
2 0 . ' Parents would be disturbed to see theif daughter ———
, up for a good-for-nothing boy.
21. A friendly ci^c can sometimes settle a petty dispute over 
an unpaid bill.
24. Mom*
' ■ ’ ' I ' ' ,
(The answer to this puzzle wil| be released bn Friday, March 13,
1939, in the Courier. Winner will be announced Thursday,
March 12.) ,
___ _______________ '■ ' ' \
IMPORTANT
PIms« Noitt To double your prize a receipt dated after March 
4y il959, must be. enclosed for each cniry. Only actual receipts 
a rt valid. II there Is nu ssinner next week the prize money Is 
lo o b M tA  , i , ' ^  1
CHIX GAUZE DIAPERS B u y ...
Size 21” % 40” GLEEM Toothpaste . . . .  63c
Extra Soft,. , . Easy to Wash . , , and get FREE Household Scissors
dries in minutes.
GLEEM Toothpaste . . . .  98c
Regular 4.95 and get FREE Dorothy Gray Lipstick
N o w  $4, 49 Push Button GLEEM .  .  .  1 .19
and get FREE Nai Brush
VIEWMASTER
V  R  ^
Famous . . .
v iew ers............  2.95
Lighted Viewers 5.95
J  PRESCRIPTION SERVICE ^  
— f  SECOND TO NONE J L .
W HITE RAIN
Shampoo
Packets ............  1.50
•  Central Location |
IS i Size
Starter Sets ...... 3.45 m  •  All your drug needs in one store t 
•  Open EVERY Wednesday and \ NOW
Projectors—. M  Sunday afternoon . . . every 2  fo r 99c
11.95 and 14.95 _____  Friday night
YOUR SHOPPING CENTRE AT CITY CENTRE
LONG SUPER DRUGS LTD
S. & S. TV offer these TERRIFIC SPECIALS
'ey
\ X I CUSTOAA 100
INGLIS WRINGERWASHER
For Skin Problems the answers are:
Dorothy Gray
MEDICATED SCRUB SETS
Medicated Scrub Soap —  Refining Lotion 
Blemish Cream
LINED JEANS
Guaranteed Double-Knees —  Sanforized
Per set 5 3 *^® Girls* Sizes 4 - 1 4  —  Boys 4 - 6X
Medicated Pore A r A  
Refining S e t................. ................... $ 2-98  and S 3-98
KPLOTmA DAILY COUBIEB. THUBS.. MABOI S. l f »  YAQK I
\ P
These washers carry a 5 year factory warranty and. arc complete 
with high-speed power pump. Available in 4 decorator colors 
to suit any color scheme and all with new Magi-matic wringer.
REG. $179 .................................................................................. i . . . . .
WITH YOUR OLD WASHER






FAW CEH ELECTRIC & GAS RANGES
^ __ These beautiful ranges all built to CP standard. AH burners 
carry a lifetime guarantee and every range has smokeless drop 
front four position broiler and non-tilt oven rails,
For only ............................... ........... .......... .................. ...... ........... .
□
yv* ■'
$ 1 4 9 0 0
NO DOWN PAYMENT NO CARRYING CHARGES 
, START PAYING IN  M AY
S. &  S. n lE V IS IO N
CENTRE and  A P P L IA N C E S
Stores'in K^clowna - KamloopsV ancouver  Island - Vernon
HISTORY IS MADE
British Pfime Minister Har­
old Macmillan, Turkish Foreign 
Minister Fatin Zorlu and Greek 
Premier Constantine Karaman- 
lis (left to right) join in a 
three-way handshake a f t e r  
signing historic document in 
London, Accord establishes the
Mediterranean island as a re­
public after 81 years under th* 
British flag. Trio shown her* 
brought the document to tha 
bedside of Turkish Premier 
Adan Menderes, recovering 
from injuries suffered in a 
plane crash outside London 
Tuesday, i AP photo)
Want Water Improved 
A t Lakeview Heights
WESTBANK—A motion to levy 
expenses for eovreetion of dom­
estic water pollution at Lakeview 
Heights on an acreage basis dur­
ing 1959 was defeated at the an­
nual meeting of Lakeview 
Heights Irrigation District. P. D. 
Howes was chairman.
Feeling ran high during the 
lengthy discussion, but the vote 
favored the program of house­
holders continuing to pay the 
$2.00 a month domestic water 
toll instituted last year.
Against payment of this toll 
were some owners of small hold 
ings who felt that as they pay ir­
rigation rates which—seemingly 
—are not taken advantage of, 
those who farm land and live 
elsewhere, should share the cost 
of installation of a chlorinator at 
Rose Valley dam—it such costs 
falls on VLA landowners.
On the other hand, full-time 
farmers voicing their views 
pointed out that irrigation for 
all land is an integral part of 
VLA projects in the dry belt, and 
whether or not holders of those 
lands use that irrigation is entire' 
ly up to them.
However, the general feeling 
of the meeting was that cost of 
such installation is the responsi­
bility of the VLA, which depart­
ment, it is felt, should supply pal 
atable water for domestic use, 
and the board of trustees was 
urged to pursue vigorously every 
possible source, including govern­
ment agencies, for financial as­
sistance in purifying the drink­
ing water.
ALGAE CONTROL
Irrigation manager Felix Menu 
outlined the progrc.ss made last 
year to supply palatable water, 
a program not completely ade 
quatc, however. His report read 
in part:
‘ . . . Algae is the main reason 
for smelly water, and applica­
tions of algaccido were success­
ful in controlling blue-green al­
gae.
"This leaves two other known 
problems. Organic matter car­
ried in suspension, and coliforms, 
Chlorination can eliminate both. 
In the off-irrigntion season or­
ganic particles of algae, plankton, 
water weeds, etc., settle In tlic 
pipes and decay, producing color 
and flavor. Coliform count is the 
standard used by the health de 
pai'tment to determine the degree 
of contamination,
“It now appears possible to 
supply water of dcslrabjp palatl- 
blllty, free of contamination If 
the algae control program Is 
continued, coupled with chlotln- 
atlon at tlie pipe intake. The an­
nual cost of such ah undertaking 
would be $2,000 . . . "
Homo chlorlnators have been 
tried In an effort to overcome the 
objectionable domestic water on 
the VLA, but have failed, It was,
therefore, decided to adopt Mr. 
Menu's proposed program, and 
also to make every effort to 
place the responsibility for exist­
ing condition of the water where, 
it is felt, it belonged In the first 
place.
CHAIRMAN RESIGNED 
Chairman F. C. Waterman re­
signed, at the last semi-annual 
meeting, and W. Creese was nom­
inated to fill the vacancy. Other 
board members during 1958 were 
J. W. Lee, M. B. Greenwood, J . 
A. Zdralck, secretary C. E. Sla- 
den and manager Felix Menu.
Retiring board members were 
Mr. Waterman and Mr. Zdralek, 
and elected in their places for 
three-year terms were; Lyman 
Dooley and Adrian Reece. Re­
appointed as auditor was B. 
Woods, C.A.
TRUSTEES REPORT <
Highlights in the report pre­
sented by the board of trustees, 
other than the pressing problem 
of domestic water, included a re­
port supplied by PFRA from re­
cords in their possession, con­
cerning landowners fringing the 
district who had approached the 
provincial government with a 
view to being included in the 
Lakeview Heights irrigation dis­
trict. F. C. McCallum, PFRA of­
ficial, met with the trustees and 
will present a written report cov­
ering the possible inclusion of ad­
jacent landowners.
The report stated that the cath­
odic protection to district pipe­
lines seems effectively to hava 
halted the pitting of pipes.
MEDICAL CLINIC 1
A request from Dr. P. A. Hul- 
tema and Dr, J. Whitbread to 
rent the district’s office as a cen­
tre for clinical examinations, and 
for an option to purchase Lot 
156 within the next two years was 
agreed to, with the stipulation 
that an office building bo erect­
ed during the second year of tha 
option.
Discussion of amalgamation of 
Lakeview Heights with Westbank 
Fire Protection District, a t a 
cost of two mills, was discussed, 
but it was felt that the latter's 
flre-protectlon equipment w a s  
too far distant to bo of any, roal 
assistance to Lakeview Heights 
residents. It was, therefore, de­
cided to carry on with existing 
fire equipment, which is good, 
and, with more landowners in 
constant residence now that or­
chards are coming into bearing, 
it was pointed out that response 
to n fire could be fairly prompt.
Concerning roads, the trustees 
felt that the district is receiving 
{rxcellent co-operation with the 
highways department.
A 19.58 pickup truck was pur­
chased for use of manager Menu 
In Ills duties throughout the dis­
trict.
Scientist Locates M ulti'M illions
441 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2049
By RENNIE TAYLOR i
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -  Hie 
ocean bottoms are sirewn with' 
deposits of manganese and co­
balt so rich tliey probabiy couid 
break tiie world market in those 
inetals if they were mined on 
even a mcxlcst scale, a (icicntlst 
reportes.
Tlio metals are contained : In 
black rock-like formations about 
the size of billiard balls and they 
arc pretty uniformly scattered 
over the ocean floors, he said.
Existence of tl)eso formations 
has been' known for ,three-quar­
ters of n century, but their ubun- 
danco and the amount of metals 
itliey contain were dctcnnlncd 
only recently, said Dr, Ilogur R. 
RovcHe, director of Ihq Scrlpps 
Institute of , Oceanogfnpliy, n 
branch of the University of Cni 
Kornla.
Investigations ' Indicated, Dr, 
neve|l<( said, that If IhCse forma- 
litlons I were dredged up from the 
1 depths at tilt) rate of 5,(WO tons 
I a day antT processed, they would 
llyiold enough , metal to augment
ttie y.S. manganese siipply by 25 
per cent and the cobalt supply" by 
125 per cent, The U,S. produfccs 
only 10 per cent of Us mnngoneso 
needs. The rest comes from tm- 
I)orts.
Manganese is used as an 'in- 
gvcdlunt to make steel tough and 
is widely uttllzed ns a component 
of many alloys. Cobolt Is used In 
making special steels and In glass 
and ns n coloring moterial.
A survey of the Pacific Ocean 
floor was made by a Scrlpps re­
search vessel ns a part of tha 
International Geophysical Year 
program.
Tlic ovaluullon indicated. Dr. 
Rcvetlo sold, that Uio nodules 
might contain; wi,-an averaga 
142.50 worth af.thariganeio a fonj
that they;oW>M “5 J®*" 
$2 a ton; tr6wfik)«*M to land for 
12 to M a ton, npd processed Into 
metal for alxaii 421 a t on. , ■  
Researchers ’ hdVe' t|iSOT»*4d,
Dr. RevcHe said, that manganese 
Is washed Into the 4ca from land*, 
that It solUcs slowly and^tn tiny 
Iquantitles to the bottom.
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W a n t Ads M akes
W anted To Rent
lOLlVEU — Funeral service for] 
the late Mrs. Emma Oliver, who 
passed away suddenly on Wcd- 
t nesday, will be held from Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance on Sat- 
urday. March 7, at 2 .pm . with 
Vcn. Arch. D. S. Catchpole. of- 
(iciaUng. Mrs. OUver was born 
In Lancashire. Eng. Coming to 
Femie in 1914. her husband pre­
deceased her in 1337. Survived by 
two nieces, Mrs. William Mai- 
linson and Mrs* H. A. Jones oi 
Vancouver, also several nephews 
and nieces and two sisters in 
England. The family request that 
there be no flowers.
Funeral Homes
T W O  N E W  S U B D IV IS IO N S
Lovely big lots 110’ frontage by 140 deep at Okanag^ 
Mission. Come in and see the new plans recently purchased 
in Vancouver to suit these lots.
Bankhead — 11 view lots looking over town
Lake. Domestic water system and approved for NllA homo
loans.
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3227
WANTED TO RENT — HOUSE 
or apartment suitable. No child­
ren Call 2156 days, 4813 evenings.
180
For Rent
M o n ey
Legal
For You.
ROSEMEAD 10-PLEX — All 
the conveniences of a private 
home, 3 bedrooms, livingroom 
and kitchen with separate base­
ment, separate gas heal and hot 
water, 220 wiring in kitchen. On 
quiet street close to schools. 
Available immediately. Phone 
4324. 180
The Interior's finest Mortuary
DA f’8 FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be fouflo 
In suitable surroundings 
16&3 EllU .St. Phono 2204 tf
Coming Events
St Tp ATRICK’S BAZAAR, March 
17, at St. Joseph's Hall, Suther­
land Ave. 178
LADIES’ AUXILIARY ^ACHT 
a u b  Meeting. Thursday. March 
5, 8:15 p.m. 178
EVERYBODY WELCOME 'TO 
Wagon Wheelers square dance at 
Centennial Hall on Satur^y 
March 7, 8 p.m. Ches Larson MC 






This is a very 
smart low ranch 
style bungalow 
located on a nice­
ly landscaped lot 
with 70’ frontage 
on a street of all 
new homes one 
block from beach. 
Spacious open 
floor plan. Attrac­
tive living room 
with ay brick 
fireplace wall and 
floor to ceiling 
view window.’ 
Beautiful bar 
type kitchen with 
lots of Arborite 
and cupboards. 
Big dinette. 3 
spacious bed­
rooms. Pembroke 
bath. Storage and 
utility room. Gas 
furnace.
REALTY LTD.
RUMMAGE SALE -  P^OWNA 
Council of Women Clothing Depot. 
Saturday, March 28, 1:30 p.m. 
Canadian Legion Hall.^^
k l ^ T w ilT p S eY t  3 
a c t  plays. March 19 and 20 
Em press Theap^-___ PS. 180, 18̂ .
THE KELOWNA AND DISTRICT 
Local Girl Guide Association 
Bake Sale, at O. L. Jones Sat- 
March
p r o g r e s s i v e  -  c 6 n s e r v a ’t - | --------
at 1908 Water St. 179
543 BERNARD AVE.
PHONES
D a y .................. 3146
For appointment to view call 
Renee Baker eves. 4977
V IE W  P R O P E R TY
Approximately 6'.j acres In 
Okanagan Mission with older 
home. Full price S5,000.00.
BEDROOM HOME with 3rd 
finished bedroom in basement. 
Good location, gas furnace. 
Full price $11,250,00. Terms.
Johnston & Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS
118 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg. 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 445̂ 1 or 2942





BACHELOR SUITE Half block 
from town. Bed sitting room, kit­
chen, bathroom, stove and fridg., 
oil heat. $55 call 2125. tf
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Eiemard Ave., 
phono 2215. W
The Government of The Province 
of British Columbia
Form No. 16 ^Section 87) 
LAND ACT
Notice of Intention to apply to 
lease Land
In Land Recording District of 
Osoyoos Division of Yale, ad. 
joining east boundary of Lot 539, 
O.D.Y.D.
Take notice that E. 0. Wood of 
Kelowna. B.C., Land Surveyor 
intends to apply for a lease of 
the following described lands:— 
Commencing at a jx)st planted 
on the easterly boundary of Lot 
539, O.D.Y.D. being the high 
water mark of Okanagan Lake 
thence S.41°E. a distance of 
chains; thence S.IO'W. a distance 
of 20 chains: thence S.75'W. 
distance of 7 chains more or less 
to a point on the easterly bound 
ary of Lot 539; thence in a^north 
crly direction along the said 
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PlansFlying Phil 
Speed Limit H ike
Highways'.where
(Continued from Page 1)
oppose every step of its passing 
through the legislature.”
VICTORIA (CP) — ’The trial 
of Donald Croft, Victoria, on a 
charge of causing death due to 
negligent driving will open the 
spring session of the assizes here 
"Tuesday. Croft was charged fol­
lowing the death Oct. 9 of Mrs. 
Isobel L Tautz, 73.
VICTORIA (CP)
Minister Gaglardi says he is 
planning to increase the speed 
limit to 60 mlics an hour on some 
stretches of British Columbia’s 
highways.
•The sections will be those
PENSIONS
3 ROOM APT. SUHE. CLOSE 




30 acres, more or less, for the 
purpose of log booming ground.
S, M. SIMPSON. L'TD. 
E. O. WOOD, Agent. 
Dated January '29. 1959.
S.IANICH (CP) — David Var­
ney, 12, was taken to hospital 
Wednesday following a traffic ac­
cident in which he suffered a 
. . ■ |brokcn arm and wrist, a possible 
containing; jjQgg facial injuries
Cars And Trucks
NEW PORTABLE SEWING MA­
CHINE. Sacrifice price. Phone 
8555 after 6 p.m. 178
Exceptionally good condition and 
price. Phone 7143 or see at first 
house west of Supreme Value 
Grocery on Vernon Road. 181
1950 CHEV. — HEATER. RADIO. 
Everything in good condition. 
Phone 4726.
Police said Varney collided with 
a car while bicycling to school.
VICTORIA (CP) — Firemen at 
nearby Saanich took more than 
two hours to quell a blaze in 10 
tons of hay and alfalfa in the Tol 








TRUCK -  
body alone
186! PORT ALBERNl (CP) — C. J. 
Harman, local National Employ-
complete with regulator, like
7 ROOM STUCCO HOUSE WITH 
matching garage. 3 bedrooms and 
den, 220 wiring. All fenced. 90 ft. 
frontage, inside city, south end. 
Phone 7386. 8̂2
new. Ideal for farm use. Phone 
7143 or see at first house west of 
Supreme Value Grocery on Ver­
non Road. 181
60’ X 80’ LOT NEAR RUTLAND. 
Has good well. Price $500. Phone 
6206. 180
MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 
2 acres, other buildings. J. Unger 
Fitzpatrick Road. ____  181
HAVE CASH FOR LOT 
; reasonable. Phone 6141.
8 p.m ____
POTXu CK SUPPER AT YACHT 
Club. Saturday. March 7, 6̂ 30
p.m. _____________ __ _
S T T aUL’S UNITED CHURCH 
Rummage Sale. Saturday. March 
7 at 1’30 p.m. First United 
Church Hall. Anyone with rum­
mage. call Mrs. Bowers. 3595
lor pickup.____________ -
$4,000 WILL HANDLE THIS 
beautiful 3 bedroom home with 
large livingroom space and din­
ing area. Conveniently located 
close to schools and downtown, 
this stucco bungalow has hard- 
w c ^  floors throughout with tile 
rpfpr. in bathroom ri.i
■ heated with
GIRL WANTED FOR DRY
Goods Department. Apply in writ-
ing. it  full cement basc-
ences, etc. Apply Box 2193 1̂ 3“^ | ̂ ent. There is 1,260’ of floor space
Courier.
Personal
IF YOU LIKE TO DRAW.
sketch or paint write for Courier
Test (no fee). Give age and oc-’Daily Louner.
cupation to Box 2161 Daily
Courier.
LADY FOR SALES MANAGER 
ill the Kelowna area. Exclusive 
products with wide sales appeal. 
Nationally advertised. Car neces­
sary. Applicant must have at 
least 30 hours a week for busi­
ness and a liking for people. Pay 
above average with commission 
and bonus arrangement. Perma 
nent position. Write Box
in this beautifully decorated 
home. The lot is landscaped with 
matching carport. No agents, 
olease! To view phone 4873.
^ 180
A REAL FAMILY HOME
$3,000.00 down, $9,950.00 full price. 
4 bedroom home in north end, 
near school, with carport, gas 
21791 furnace, fully modern, on sewer.
180
179
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS — 
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna. ^
b e a u t y  c o u n se l o r  p r o ­
d u c t s . Free presentations 




Refrigeration, air conditioning, 
heating, diesel, drafting, auto­
motive, welding, high school, 
nursing, dental assistant. Apply 
Wayne School. J. P. Hogue, con­
sultant, 981 Borden Ave. 182
Home is being renovated, and 
fully decorated, and will be ready 
for possession April 1.
A Multiple Listing Exclusive
SEWING — CUSTOM M ^ E  
drapes, guaranteed work. Com­
petitive price. Joan Degenhardt. 
Phone 3626._____________ ____ H
VISIT O. L. JONES USED ]TOR- 




26 SPRINKLER COUPLERS, el­
bows, adapters and rubbers. 
Phone 6240 after 5. 178
NEAR HOSPITAL 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
$2,500.00 down, $12,500.00 full 
price. Ten year old, large 2 
bedroom bungalow with full base­
ment and furnace, carport. On 
sewer, lot 66x123. A splendid buy 
on these terms. For full details 
call Mr. Chas. Hill, days 2346 or 
evenings 4960.
REEKIE AGENCIES 
253 Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346
tf
SALE OF UNCLAIMED 
MERCHANDISE
Friday and Saturday, 
March 6th and 7th
6 CAR RADIOS
Custom Sets . . .  '50 Pontiac, 
'51-52 Ford, Austin 
From $13 to $29.50
1 R.\NGETTE ................   S13.00
I CHANNEL 4 &A
AERIAL HEAD...............
I MANTEL RADIO ............ $9.75
I PORTABLE RADIO TA
Battery and Electric ^  I A . J v
1 45 rpm (j^p 
RECORD CHANGER
2 78 rpm RECORD 
CHAIjGERS -  each
I CONE TYPE HEATER . .  $2,751 
1 TABLE MODEL RADIO. $4.75 
1 BATTERY PERSONAL d* "I O 
RADIO with Battery . T  '  ^  
13-SPEED 7 C
RECORD PLAYER *P I I # J  )
FIRST OFFER TAKES AT 
THESE PRICES
All Sales Final
1951 STUDEBAKER V-8 COM­
MANDER — Radio, heater, white 
walls, overdrive. A-1 condition. 
Phone 7036. 181
ment Service manager, told a 
Winter Employment Committee 
meeting here Wednesday that the 
community and parents must co­
operate to show young people the 
value of education. He said a 
large percentage of unemployed 
have less than a Grade 12 cduca 
tion.
1954 CHEV. BEL-AIR TWO- 
door sedan. One owner car. 
Radio. Phone 6400. 180
Legal
1947 MERCURY TWO-DOOR 
Sedan — Very good condition. 







Radio, heater, signals, excel-
. . . . .$ 1 5 9 5lent condition
L A R R Y 'S  R A D IO  &  T V
567 BERNARD AVE. PH
1955 DODGE MAYFAIR
T.D. HSrdtop V8, radio, Hi Fi, 
Heater, aiftomatic, 2-tone, one 
owner, low mileage. < tlQ Q C  
A beauty — ...........Y  '  '
The Government of 
The Province of British Columbia
Form No. 16 (Section 87) 
LAND ACT
Notice of Intention to apply to 
lease Land
In Land Recording District of 
Osoyoos Division of Yale adjoin­
ing east boundary of Lot 539, 
O.D.Y.D.
lake notice that E. O, Wood of 
Kelowna. B.C.. Land Surveyor 
intends to apply for a lease of 
the following described lands:— 
Commencing at a post planted 
on the easterly boundary of Lot 
[539, O.D.Y.D. being the high 
I water mark of Okanagan Lake 
thence S.41°E. a distance of 8 
1 chains; thence S.10°W. a distance 
of 20 chains: thence S.75°W. a 
distance of 7 chains more or less 
I to a point on the easterly bound- 
jary of Lot 539; thence in a north 
! erly direction along the said east- 
|erly boundary to the point of 
commencement and containing 
30 acres, more or less, for the 
purpose of log booming ground.
S. M. SIMPSON LTD 
E. O. WOOD, Agent 
Dated January 29, 1959.
(Continued from Page 1) 
uary, 1958, to make the pensions 
survey, to help in deciding whe­
ther it would be possible to switch 
the Canadian system over to the 
American type.
Mr. Diefcnbaker indicated then 
he was impressed with the Amer­
ican system for it paid the high­
est benefits of any contributory 
system in the world "with only 
slightly increased costs” and 
without any government subsid­
ies.
The American jiension is paid 
tq men retiring at the age of 65 
and to women at the age of 62, 
though women retiring at 62 get 
only 80 per cent of the full pen­
sion. There also are benefits In 
the American plan to dependents 
and survivors of the insured 
worker.
The Canadian $55-a-month pen­
sion is paid to everyone at the 
age of 70. provided they qualify 
in residence and other regula­
tions. "Die needy between the 
ages of 65 and 69 also can get the 
$55, provided they pass a finan­
cial means test. The cost of this 
assistance is borne 50-50 by the 
federal and provincial govern­
ments!
SEVERAL OBSERVA’nONS
Professor Clark wasn’t asked 
to make any recommendations 
as to whether the American plan 
should be adopted in Canada, but 
merely to make a thorough study 
of it. However, he made a num­
ber of observations, including 
these:
1. He was much
all accidents and their 
causes have been tabulated, tha 
minister said Wednesday.
This way we will be able to 
see whether speed really had 
anything to do with accidents,’* 
he said in an interview.
The stretches hre being chosen 
by a committee of members of 
the highways department, RCMP 
and the B.C. Automobile Associa* 
tion.
“We have checked some areas 
with 60 mile-an-hour speed limits 
and found their records have not 
become worse,” Mr. Gaglardi 
said.
“Many countries have no speed 
limits at all. Our highways today 
are finely’ engineered on curves 
and grades to take higher speeds 
in safety.”
The minister said his persohal 
opinion is that 80 per cent of 
accidents are caused by alcohol 
rather than speed.
with the strength of the case both 
for and against a Canadian con­
tributory pension program with 
variable benefits.
2. Vast sums of money would 
be involved In any major change 
in Canadian l e g i s l a t i o n .  A 
changeover in schemes might re­
quire about two years.
3. A Canadian contributory 
scheme presumably would start 
off from the present minimum 
payment of $55 a month. This 
compared with the minimum $33 
in the U.S.. achieved in that coun­
try after 22 years of collecUnf 
contributions.
4. If the government decided 
on introduction of a contributory 
plan, it would be essential to pre­
pare detailed estimates of future 
benefits and contributions, Brit­
ain’s experience in this field 
might offer useful ideas.
5. Tile scope “for wisdom and 
vision is unlimited, in confronting 
these problems affecting the wel-
Impressed fare of all Canadians.”
2036
178
WM. MOSS PAINTING /^ D  
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna. B.C. Exterior and Interior 
palnUng. paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now, 3o7o.
M, Th, ti
Motels -  Hotels
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
units by week or month. Peace 
River Motel, Vernon Rd. Phone 
2996.
Business Opportunities
MOTEL AND TRAILER COURT 
for sale — Valuable property, 
185 City limits. Phone 2342.
FOR"tHE BEST K  PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing, printing, and cn-
*“’'®POPE’S PHOTO STtJDIO 
Dial 2883 535 Bernard /We.
TH'U
d e a l e r s  in  ALL TYPES OF
used equipment;.mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Mctuls Ltd., m  Prior St 
Vancouver, B.C, Phono MUtual 
1-6357. THS-tf
DAILY CROSSWORD
1954 DODGE 6 FORDOR
$ 1 1 9 5
Articles W anted
In nice condition. 
All new rubber
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop-| 
per, lead. etc. Honest grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd.. 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-tf
1953 FORD V8 TUDOR
Radio, leather upholstery, sig-
$ 1 1 5 0nals and heater, good motor, only .
M ortgages And 
Agreements
1952 FORD FORDOR V8
.. $ 8 9 5Heater, signals. O n ly ------------
HAVE MONEY-WILL LOAN -  
Reekie Insurance Agencies, 253 j 
Lawrence Avci, phone 2346. ^
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowers, tillers, power 
chalh saws and all small power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport and 
Scrvlca Centre, 235 Bernard Ave.
Th., Sat-tf
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior SepUc Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. tf
WELL DIGGING AND CLEAN­
ING and cement rlng.s supplied. 
Phono 7588. _____ ^
d r a p e s  e x p e r t l y  m a d e  -
Free estimates. .Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. ___ _ U
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al- 
terntions. Fhono 2028. ___ ‘__ U
Board and Room
BOARD AND ROOM FOR BUSI­
NESSMEN In comfortable homo. 
1086 Martin Ave. Phono 6256.
Position W anted
y o u n g  m a n . 19. WANTS WORK 
as apprentice In service station 
Of laboror. Phtmo 7278. 181
YOUNG GIRL, 16. BABYSl-f- 
' TINa by the hour, day oir week 





9. A gathering 
of cattle 
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43. One’s aim 
46. Permit 
48. Mark of 
repetition’
51, Music note
FOR MORTGAGE MONEY and] 
N.H.A. LOANS, consult Carru- 
tbers & Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Ave., Phone 2127. ____ 1921
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Gardening and Nursery
FOR SALE -  GOOD COW MA­
NURE. Phone Armstrong Lincoln 
G-4854. 1811
1951 BUICK FQRDOR
Radio, automatic, nice ttY QC 
condition. Only - ....... <91
1950 MONARCH 
FORDOR
Radio, signals, heater, 2-tone 
seat covers, in good tC Q C
Nice Selection Small Cars 
1949 - 1955
THE CORPORA’nON OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE
• March 2, 1959
[Pursuant to the “ Extraordinary 
Traffic Regulations By-Law” the 
following limitations are imposed 
I on all persons operating vehicles 
Ion any roads in the Municipality 
!bf Glenmore, WITH THE EXCEP- 
ITION OF ARTERIAL HIGHWAY 
No. 252R from 12:01 a.m 
MARCH 6, 1959, until further 
1 notice:
No person shall operate any 
vehicle over any highway or 
road (Arterial Highway No. 
252R excepted) within the 
Corporate bounds of the Mu­
nicipality of Glenmore, hav­
ing in excess of 50% of its 
allowed carrying capacity.
The speed of trucks and 
busses is restricted to 25 
MILES PER HOUR. ALL 
OTHER VEHICLES limited 
to 30 MILES PER HOUR. 
Vlhicles with solid tires are 
probbiited.
(d a t e d  this 2nd day of March, 
1959.
(r .R. 1, Kelowna, B.C.
P, R, MOUBRAY, 
Reeve
HARDY APPLE TREES!
FOR TOP WORKING 
MolNTOSH ON 
MclNTOSlI SEEDLINGS 
5’ to 7’-80o — • 4’ to 5’-
APPLY GEORGE DAY 




Cor. QUeensway & Pandoay 
PHONE 2340
BRAND NEW 19.58 .50 hp EVIN- 
RUDES (Long Shaft). Regular 
$894.00, now $670,00 FOB Van­
couver. Doug’s New and Used 
Boats, Marino Broker, Sic. 5-'f40 
Marine Drive, North Vancouver, 
B.C. Phone YU 7-4933 day or 
night.   183
i6~fT7(5UTri6ARa^^^^ 
complete with 40 hp Mercury 
Electric Start Motor. Full pricb 
Sl.0.50.00, Plionc 8702. 180
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost will help 
you make n belter deal. Ask us 
now bciforo you buy. Carruthers 
& Mclklo Ltd., 304 Bernard Ave^ 
Kelowna, B.C. 178. 188, 180, 190
SEE THE LATEST IN ' BOATS 
and Motors, now oh display at 
TYcndgold’a Marina. Dally 2 p.m 




South Africa has more Bian 3Q 
factories producing about 384,000,- 
000 pounds of canned fruits and 
vegetables annually. ,
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Hcre’a haw to work It:
A X  Y D L D A A X R 
la O N O P E L L O W
One letter (Imply stands for another. In this sample A la used 
Ibf tbo Ihrae L'a. X for the two O’s. etc. Single letters, apcstrophl»». 
Ute length and formation of the words are'all hints. Each day the 
Cqite letter* era different
^  , OUW G Q Y M E W F  Q C J Z D Y M  A WY  
 ̂ W Y C Q N P W  H G G W Y O D Q Y  O D 8 W J W W H  
; T J B N A Q V Z - F U R S W F H W R N W .
Yesterday* Cryptoquetei REMEMHER THE OLD SAYING 
’ HEAnX NE’ER WON FAIR -  CERVAN’TES.
'  * „  ' ' :  ' I ,  . ,





1 In.scrtioa ......... per word
3 consecutive
insertions . . i .  per word 2 
consccutlva Insertions 
or more ____ per word 2t
Classified Display 
One Insertion 81.12 Inch
3 consecutive
Insertions ....... - 105 Inch
8 consecutive InseiTlons
or more  ................. *05 Inch
Classified Cards
Dally for 6 months 8.50 month 
3 count line# dally . .1 0.00 month 
Each nddlllonol lino 2.00 mont 
Ona Inch dolly ___wooU*
YOU CAN ORDER
PH O TO PRIN TS  
o f News Pictures
rUDLISIIED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer, 
It Is easy to got souvenir 
photos of the time you were In 
the nows. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
olbum.
Largo Glossy Oth l  Stk 
Only 81.00
No Phone Ordcra Please
Order at the Business Office









The undersigned, being n per. 
son authorized by the Minister of 
Highways, In writing, to exercise 
the powers vested in the said Min­
ister In Part XI of the “Highway 
Act” and being of the opinion that 
certain highways, roads and ar­
terial highways within the South 
Okanagan Electoral Dl8trl(:t8 are 
liable to damage through traffic 
thereon, hereby makes the fol­
lowing Regulntlon, pursunijt to 
section 35 of t h e ’'Highway Act,” 
effective 12;01 u.m, Friday, 
March 6th, 1059, until further 
notice:— . ,
No person, shall operate any 
vchlclo over the main Highway 
No. 97 In the South Okanagan 
Electoral District having n single 
axle weight In excess of 757„ of 
18,000 pounds or n tandem axle 
weight in excess of 32,000 lbs. Nor 
onernto any vehicle over nny 
other roads In the South Oknna- 
gan District having a oingjo nxk 
weight in excess of m ,  18.0M 
Ihs. or tt tandem axle weight In 
excess of 50% of 32,OM pouncls, 
‘•Tlio LX factor will be\dlsrc 
gnrdiid In ^calculating the ollow-
"TliiO speed limit of trucks one 
buses is restricted to 30 mllbs per
^”“Veidc1es y/ltli solid tires ore
f t d n t  Kelowna. British Cohum 
bio, this 2nd day of March, 1959, 
W, M. u n d er w o o d . 
District Superintendent, 
X)cpor(men|t of Highway*.
The Corporation of the City o f Kelowna
COURT OF REVISION
Local Im provem ent Frontage-Tax 
Assessment Roll
Take notice that the Council of The Corporation of the 
City of Kelowna has construction as local improvements 
the following:—
1. A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the West side of Stir­
ling Place from Burne Avenue to the North-east corner of Lot 
5, Map 6975, and on the East side from Burne Avenue to the 
North-west corner of Lot 7, Map 5022.
3. A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six inch Boulevard 
Crescent from Francis Avenue to Birch Avenue.
A Concrete Sidwelak, five feet wide, with six inch Boulevard 
Curb on the North and South sides of Francis Avenue from 
Pandosy Street to Abbott Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the South side of Birch 
Avenue from Pandosy Street to Abbott Street.
A Concrete Boulevard Curb, six inches wide, on the North slda 
of Burne Avenue from Abbott Street to Long Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the South side of 
Roanoke Avenue from Ellis Street to Kingsway.
A Concrete Sidewalk,. five feet wide, on the North side of Pat­
terson Avenue from Pandosy Street to Richter Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the South side of 
Patterson Avenue from Pandosy Street to Richter Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six inch Boulevard 
Curb on the North side of Coronation Avenue from Richter 
Street to Ethel Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six inch Boulevard 
Curb on the North side of Leon Avenue from the South-west 
corner of Lot 3, Plan 3810 to Ethel Street.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the West side of Taylor 
Crescent from Francis Avenue to Birch Avenue.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six inph ^ iilev a rd  
Curb, on the West side of Bertram Street from Bernard Avenua 
to Doyle Avenue.
A Concrete Boulevard Curb, six inches wide, on the West sldt 
of Keller Place from Burne Avenue to the North-west comer of 
Lot 12, Plan 7543.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the East side of 
Pandosy Street from Burne Avenue to the North-west comer of 
Lot 4, Plan 7543. '
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six Inch ^u ley an l 
Curb, on the South side of Wilson Avenue from Ethel Street 
to Glenmore Rpad.
16. A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six Inch ^ u le y a ril 
Curb, on the North side of Cuwston Avenue from Richter Street 
to Ethel Street,
17. ' A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six Inch ,^,wl«vard
Curb, on the South side of Borden Avenue from Ethel Street 
to Bowes Street, _
18. A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the South side of Leon 
Avenue from Ellis Street to Bertram Street.












19. AClement Avenue from Ethel Street to Glenmore Road.




Saucier Avenue from Richter Street to the North-en8t corner 
of Lot 14, Block 2, Plan 7117.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the North side of 
Saucier Avenue from the South-west corner of Lot a, Plan 
3784 to Ethel Street.
22 A Concrete Sidewalk, five fcci wide, with six Inch Boulevard 
Curb, on the North and South sides of Coronation Avenue from 
Richter Street to St. Paul Street. . „  ,
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six inch Boulevard 
Curb; pn the South side of CpronuUon Avenue from Richter 
Street to Ethel Street. . „  , .  .r.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, on the East side of Car­
ruthers Street from Sutherland Avenue to the North-west cor­
ner of Lot 10, Plan 0590. . « .u •
25 A Concrete Sidewalk, eight feet wide, on the ^ u th  side o* 
Lawrence Avenue from Water Street to the North-west comer 
of Lot 18, Block 10, Plan 462.
A Concrete Sidewalk, five feet wide, with six Inch wulayard 
Curb, on the North side of DeHart Avenue from Richter Street 
to Ethel Street. . . u*
27. A Concrete Sidewalk, alx feet wide, on the Westjddo of R U h ^  
Street from the Soiitlvcnst corner of ^ n p  3892, to the
North*cft8t corner of B.1822, Block 3l| Plan 402.
A Court of Revision will bo held on the I'Wcnty-fIfth doY of 
March 1950, nt ten o’clock In the forenoon, at the CmincU Clmml^» 
Kelowna Cllv Hall. M35 Water Strccl. Kelowna, B-C. Under the 
authority of Section 410 of the ’’Municipal Act, a« amended, Tha 
Court of IlcvlBlon shnll henr complaints and may review and co«> 
reel the frontagc-tnx aBScssment roll ns to:—
(n) 'Die names of the owners of pnrccls of land: j(
<b) The actual fo(»Mrontngo of tho parcels: M
(c) Tlio taxable foot-frontogo of tho parcels:”
A complaint shnll not bo heard by the Court ” «vl»'on unlcM 
notice of the complaint lins been made to the office of the CIV 
Clerk nt lensl forty-eight hour* prior to the tlnao, appointed for tba 
first Bitting of tho Court of Revision. ,
JAMES HUDSON, '
' ' I ' ,  j .1,: i I,' ,CiV Clerk..
Kelowna, D.C. !■ ' | ' ' ' i' '
March 5th, 1059, ' i ‘ i '
' ■ V ' ■ I ■ I, ■ ■ ' ‘ ” , , .
' I I . ■ . ' '■ , ' . '
4i\
THE O ID  HOME TOW N By Stanley
r H E S  S U R e  K E C P //4 S  
, U P V /IT M T H 'JC V aeS
V ^ R A M iiy --
YXStMWi UP?-HBS 
TO  W C SS'eM — -MB IS ^  
I7C A N S d  t> 0 0  ^
FOOO AHBAO AT <  
TH'OUAfTTEe.
.0®
•  • f "  1:
s'.:>5V'» iiw sii
O’ - •!»
SUQUt^BlA H f  HAS HIS D O tf-T E A M
3 - 5
KELOWNA DAILT COUmiEE. IHUM.. HAKCH 5. IKf FACE »
HEALTH COLUMN




By Herman N. Bondescn, M.D. 
Here is a simple little medl-
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
jEiW
DORAT nsoe ISM)
•T H E  FR E H C H .P O E T
iV m e S Q O O O  W t S i S M L A H N  
saooo vaisiSMCittBf 
M gsaooo ye/fstsM fW K/f
NEST WAS RUN OVER By 
A farm TRAaOR'S FRONT WHEEL 
-  VET THE ES6S WERE UNHARMED 
/AA/E> AU <4 HATCHED
C u t m n t d  U | JOHN SPRCCHCR 0»len.lONa
HMtmSti-SrooKt̂
MY.
PLAY1N& AT THS 
OYKER BEACH OOLF COURSE
suar2H oiss^»H m
'BOTH ON THE SAME OA/ 
ANO IN THE
FMtST NINE HOLE OF K A /
^I^UM ENT
n  London, E n q id n d  
TO COMMEMORATE 
LONDON'S GREAT 
FIRE OF 1666 
WAS BUILT 
202  FEET HIGH- 
I T S  E XA C T  
D ISTANCE f / » H  
THE S A lC a n  SHOP 
IH Ptm m iAH S  
W H EH ETH E  
t t A Z E S T A m O
cal quiz about overweight and 
reducing. Even if weight isn’t 
a problem with you, I think you 
will find this test interesting. 
TEUE OE FAIilE?
Are the following statements 
••True" or "False?"
1. The older we get the heav­
ier we should be.
2. Fruit juices are fattening.
3. Fat persons, as a rule, are 
carefree and happy-go-lucky.
4. Sugar and sweets are the 
most fattening of foods.
5. Some foods are "slender­
izing" in themselves.
6. Potatoes are not very fat­
tening, comparatively speaking.
7. Pregnant women must "eat 
for two."
8. Toasted bread is not as fat­
tening as untoasted bread.
THE ANSWERS
Here are the answers;
1. This is true—up to a point, 
but the answer must be listed as
False." As a rule, you should 
gain weight up until the age of 25. 
After that there should be no 
appreciable weight gain. |
2. True. Fruit juices have a j 
relatively high caloric content. 
One ounce of orange juice con-1 
tains 10 calories, an ounce of 
grape Juice, 20 calories.
3. False. Despite the i>opular 
belief that fat persons are hap­
py, many of them arc disgruntled, 
depressed, nervous or frustrated.
4. Fal.se. Fats, such as cream, 
butter, lard and other shorten­
ings, contain many more calories. 
One gram of fat contains nine 
calories whereas one gram of 
sugar contains only four calories.
5. False. Since no foods con­
tain fewer calories than none,] 
how can they help you reduce? 
They either add some calories 
or none at all. They don't take 
away any you already have.
EAT POTATOES PLAIN
6. True. Plain potatoes have 
fewer calories than bread. It is 
not the potatoes, but the butter, 
cream and gravy you take with 
them than is most fattening.
7. False. Fenerally, doctors 
recommend that about 400 cal­
ories daily should be added to 
the daily diet during a woman's 
last three months of pregnancy 
During the first six months, how­
ever, no additional food is re­
quired.
8. False. There is no differ- 
jence. Toasting doesn't add to or
remove calories.
POE TOMORROW
Good Influences continue to 
govern botb job and personal af­
fairs, with especially generous 
aspects encouraging romance, 
business conference and all writ­
ten matters. Make the most of a 
good day!
FOR 'n iE  BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
matters concerned with your job 
and future security will un­
doubtedly occupy most of your 
time and energy this year. This 
is as it should be, however, since 
your horoscope promises fine oc­
cupational and financial headway 
if you are willing to work hard 
and profit by all available oppor­
tunities—even at the expense of 
some personal desires. l/x>k for 
exceptionally good periods in 
Muy. June, July and December.
You could exi>erience some 
tension during August and No­
vember. but this can be averted 
if you do not overtax yourself to 
the point of fatigue. Personal 
relationships will ^  under line
aspects for most of the year, and 
the months of July, October and 
December should prove excep­
tionally Interesting from a social- 
and romantic standpoint July will" 
also be generously aspected where 
travel is concerned. Early Jan­
uary should find your business 
interests expanding considerably.
A child born on this day will be 




Mrs. H. T.; Please te’l me if 
a benign fibroid tumor is can­
cerous in a woman?
Answer. The word "benign" 




By B. JAT BECKER I




1. (BKQJ3 TAQJIO 48
•2. 4K32 RKQ5 4 AJ8 AKQ64
8. 4Q7 RA 4J8643 ,RAJ654<
4. 4AJ94 4AQJ3 4 -----4KQJ72
8. 4K84 4AK962 46 AAQ75 
Opening lead — king of dia­
monds.
Before making his decision of 
which way to take a two-way 
finesse for a missing queen, de­
clarer should first make it a 
point to explore all possible reve­
nues of information.
West cashed the A.K of dia­
monds and continued with a third 
diamond when East played the 
queen. 'Declarer ruffed in dum­
my, East discarding a heart, and 
then drew two rounds of trumps.
It was apparent to declarer 
that the contract would stand or 
fall, depending on whether he 
could guess the location of the 
queen of hearts. If West had the 
queen, it could be picked up by 
finessing the jack; if East had 
the queen, it could be trapped by 
finessing the ten.
In .making decisions in such 
situations, declarer can nearly al­
ways take advantage of clues 
' that are furnished by either the
bidding or the prior play of the 
cards. Where the clues do not 
naturally exist, declarer can fre­
quently compel the opponents to 
expose the nature of their hold­
ings;
Having learned in the course of 
the first five tricks that Wtst 
had started with precisely six dia­
monds and two clubs. South de­
cided to find out before tackling 
the heart situation how many 
spades West had been dealt.
Accordingly, declarer cashed 
the A-K of spades and ruffed a 
spade. He then entered dummy 
with a trump and ruffed another 
spade.
The information declarer glean­
ed in the course of exhausting 
the spade suit was highly illumi­
nating. West had followed to all 
four rounds of spades. Hence, his 
hand became an open book.
West had been dealt exactly 
four spades, six diamonds, and 
two clubs. Since he had started 
with the usual complement of 
thirteen cards, he must have been 
dealt precisely one heart.
There could therefore be no 
question about the proper way to 
finesse against the missing queen 
of hearts. Declarer led a low 
heart to the ace. West following 
with his solitary heart. On the 
low heart return from dummy, 
East playing low, declarer fines­
sed the ten, winning the sure- 
thing finesse.
British Arrest Nyasaiand 
Nationalist Chief Banda
SALISBUrfV, Southern Rhode- 
plii iCP>—The British rulers of 
Nyn.salund have arrested nn- 
tionnlist lender Hastings Banda 
and declared a state of emer­
gency in the east African protec­
torate.
Sir Robert Armitagc, governor 
of the colony, said Banda, 54- 
yenr-old phy.sleian lender of the 
African National Congress, and h 
largo number of other militant 
^  nnlionallst.s s e i z e d  with him 
f  >yould be sent into exile.
Meanwhile, m Blnntyre, Nynsa- 
land. violent rioting broke out to­
day and three Africans were rc- 
lH)ilcd killed when police charged 
wltli nlgULstlcks, IVo other Af- 
rlcahs and a |H)lieemait were in­
jured.
TROOPS SWARM STREETS 
, Trqop.s armed with machine- 
guns, lrlflc.s and riot equipment 
Kwiirmwl through the streets of 
BInntye and Llmbe—Nynsuinhd'a 
twin conmierclnl centre.s—and 
aircraft swooped down to drop 
tear gas canisters on the crowds.
•Thl! National Congrc|is—which 
has bpen agitating for an end to 
"white settler" ,rule In the terri­
tory—was decinrtxl lUegni under 
jgodqy'H emergency order and iw- 
lice roundcrl up a large group of 
the movement's lenders.
Armored cars ringtvti Dnnda’a 
house In Idmln; as he was nr 
rested,
Armitagc banned the African 
National Congress in Nyasaiand, 
as well as its youth league and
i'S •
groui»a h»d become a threat to 
law, order and the colony's v>roii- 
|H.'rlty.'
In Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, 
British Labor members of Par- 
llnnicnt^ John Stonehousc. wns 
seized by immigration officials 
ns he tried to board a plane for 
Nyasaiand and was forced to go 
aboard another plane for Tan 
gnnylka.
Stonchouse, declared a prohl 
bited immigrant In the Rhode- 
Sinn federation last weekend, was 
ordered to leave by this morning 
because of what federal offi­
cials considered inflammatory 
speeches.
The, .state of emergency here 
followed 10 days of African dem 
onatratlons that led to clashes 
with |X)lice and troops,
A, similar state of emergency 
WU.S declared in Southern Rhode­
sia last week and between 250 
and 500 prjrsons were arrested. 
n»c congress also was banned in 
Southern Rhodesia, the main ter 
ritory In the Rhoileslan \f.‘dern 
tioii, which also includes North­
ern Rhodesia and Nyasaiand, 
Armitnge told, a mess confer- 
Zombn Mondav night 
women s V.*ague. lie "said the recent dUo^-ders in the terri­
tory could be reganled ns "very 
definite attacks on governmeni. 
authority,"
I%ii r’muniiKYMi xvK’smv’na He did not think troops could J.IIL CONGRESfS MEMBERS hold Nyasaiand a g a i n s t  the
The governor said ttmj persons wishes of the Africans and he 
who continued to lM)ld office in said thert’> would have to be a
U tlie ixtngresa movement would constitutional solution some time,
iw IUd»(e to 14 years In jail wliilel The governor said he had evi- 
those ,who comii.vied to tw mem.,dcnce that the African National 
iK'is coi^ld' Iw , jailed lor seven Congress wj'is Iwhlnd nmch of the
All schools — for whites, Afri­
cans and Aslans—were cio.scd in 
Blantyrc, Llmbe. Cholo and Li­
longwe, the major towns of Ny- 
asalnnd.
Troc'p reinforcements already 
had been flown to Nyasaiand 
from neighboring Southern Rho­
desia. In Northern Rhodesia the 
territorial reserves were called 
up today for service.
THURSDAY 
4:00 News (Prairie)
4:05 You Asked for It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 Lost and Found 
5:35 Road Report 
5:40 Rambling 
6:00 News: Sports 
6:10 Rambling 
7:00 CBC News 
7:15 Roundup and Talk 
7:30 Sweet and Sour 
8:00 Reach For The Sky 
8:30 Citizens Forum 
9:10 B.C. Forum News 
9:15 Concerto Time 
IC: 00 News 
10:15 B.C. Indians 
10:30 Back to the Bible 
11:00 News: Sports 
11:10 Thoughts and Themes 
11:30 Sign-off 
FRIDAY 
6:15 Sign On 
6:18 News 
6:20 Earlybird Show 
6:45 Chapel in the Sky 
7:00 News
7:05 Earlybird Show 
7:30 News
7:35 Earlybird Show 





9:05 Over the Back Fence 
9:30 Money Man 
9:45 Over the Back Fence 
9:55 Gub Calendar 
10:00 News 
10:05 Westward Ho 
10:30 The Entertainment World 
10:35 ' Westward Ho 
11:00 News 
11:05 Be My Guest 
11:10 Who Am I 
11:20 Be My Guest 
11:55 Stork Club 
12:00 Be My Guest 
12:15 News and Sports 
12:30 B.C. Farm Broadcast 
12:55 Time Out 
1:00 News 
1:05 Ladies’ Choice 
1:25 Women’s News 
1:30 For the Defence 
2:00 B.C. School 
2:30 Famous Voices 
3:00 News ,
3:05 Deadline Casino 
3:20 Time Out 
3:30 The Brighter Side 
3:35 Education Week 
4:00 News (Prairie)
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 NeWs 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 People’s Exchange 
5:35 Road Report 
5:40 Rambling 
6:00 News and Sports 
6:10 Rambling 
7:00 CBC News 
7:10 Roundup and Talk 
7:30 Echoes of the • Highlands 
8:30 'The Nation’s Business 
8:45 The Frank Parker Show 
9:00 Curtain Time 
10:00 News ,
10:15 Rhythm and Reason 
10:30 Back to the Bible 
11:00 News and Sports 












Some people can spend fSOO 
on a vacation and come 
back the same sod old lem­
on-squeezers as when they 
ivenf away. Other people 
spend $5 on a hobby and 
discover a whole new world 
of interest to share with 
their friends.
NIWI NIWI NIWI 
HO Seal* Train Sets 
Kift or roody-te-run.  ̂
Fowarod Model Tug Booh 
and Speed Boole
Croft Ideot with Complete Moterloli 
Model Alrplonet 
Aeiembled and Porte 
Shelvee and Shetvei of 
Hobby Suppllee 
Eoiy — Fun to Uiet
FRANK'S
Novelty and Gift Shop
PARAMOUNT BLOCK
Do you want 







ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
Established 1869
PROMPT PICKUP and 
DELIVERY at GEM
4 - H O U R  
Cleaning Service
G E M
Cleaners, Tailors, Furriers 
Ltd.
518 Bernard Ave. Phone 2701
When Next You Buy 










































Children’s Story. Hour 
Back to the Bible 
Kiddles’ Corner 
Nows
0|)crutton Moon Satellite 
Gunsmokc
Be My Guest 1
)cars. recent unrest.
Newa
Be My Guest 
Be My Guest 
News and Sports 
In Your Garden 
Showtime 
News
:05 Robert's tlecoixl's 
, 3:0(1 CBC Newa 
j 3:10 111 Time




Ads . . ,
YoU\ Are!
HE METAGIIIL 
IN FRONT OF- 
I OeUEVETHEY 
CALL ITA BOWLING 
ESTABLISHMENT. 
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.../W T H A T IH S T A N rB It/C K K S L E A S E S m S H C X D  
O N  TVE SHIP A N P  M M P S .. .
OH, BCTY-W ATC X  
T H A T  ONE GO
I ^
VJHEN VOU R N ISH  V /R IT ING  
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I'm Bill G ordon...
G roce ry  D epartm en t M anager. N ever before have 1 p iled more groecries 
in to  shelves at such dow nrigh t low  prices, and the h igher q ua lity  costs 
you no m ore at S U P E R -V A L U l Jo in  the thousands o f happy food shop­
pers d u rin g  this G rea t Sale at S U P E R -V .A L U  . . . .  "H o m e  O w ned,
F rie n d ly  F oo d  Store.”











• •I'm Jack Gordon.
M a n a g e r  o f  y o u r  b i g ,  s p a c io u s ,  s p a r k l i n g  S u p e r ­
v a l u .  M y  D e p a r t m e n t  M a n a g e r s  h a v e  b e e n  a f t e r  m e  
f o r  m o n t h s  t o  l e t  t h e m  r u r v - w i l d  in  t h e i r  d e p a r t m e n t s  
a n d  1 f i n a l l y  l e t  t h e m  g o .  E a c h  o n e  is  t r y i n g  t o  o u t - d o  
t h e  o t h e r  w i t h  ' ' B e t t e r  B u y s "  a n d  " B i g g e r  B a r g a i n s . "  
F o r  t h e  m o s t  s p e c t a c u la r  p r i c e s  f o r  g o o d n e s s  s a k e s  
s h o p  S U P E R - V A L U  d u r i n g  t h i s  w i l d  D e p a r t m e n t  
M a n a g e r ' s  S a le !
.̂...'A •-*.
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Tm Mike Hemelspeck. . .
M e a l IVlunHRcr a l Y o u r F rie n d ly  S U IM U l-V A l. lJ .  I f  you ’ re lo ok in g  fo r  
O u a lily  M eat Uarguins juyf fo llo w  rhe cro'»vds 10 my M ea l peu  r im c n t in  
S U P E R -V .‘\ t U .  Y ou  w ill lie  de ligh ted  w ith  the price , the qua lity , the 
clcanlinc^.s, :u)d the service, I ’ ll he w atching fvu' you at S I IP I .R -V A E U  
' during th is te rr if ic  I 'o o d  Sale.
'' .A'. ' ' S  ■ ' \ ' ^  '■ .. , A , /
j "H0ME OWNED FRIENDLY FOOD STORE"
Where Qualify is the Only 
Bargain!








For th e  re m a in in g  3  d a y s  o f  th is  Sale o u r  D e p a r tm e n t  
M a n a g e rs  w a n t  to  g iv e  to  th e  f ir s t  2 5  Lady C u s to m ers
EACH D A Y  a
Free Bunch of Beautiful, Fresh Cut 
KING ALFRED DAFFODILS
w h e n  y o u r  p u rc h a s e s  a m o u n t to  o v e r $ 5 .0 0 .
T h a t 's  to  th e  f i r s t  2 5  la d ie s  in  o u r s to re  u n t il S a tu rd a y i 
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Hello, I'm Jay Johnston. . .
M iin iig c r o f the P rod iia * DepurtiiK 'iU  !il S U I 'E R A 'A l.U .  I ’ve reiiched 
high and lo w '.  . . near and far . . . fo r the liighesi (|iia lii,y  I ’m duce items 
at the very best piiees. I personally guarantee you ’ ll he proud o l the 
F’r iii ls  and Vegetables ytn i serve when they co iiie  fm i i i  my dep a flm cn l
a lS U IM 'R -V A l.U !
sVii’iiis, ..i. ,
WHAT IS SUPER VALU?
Y o u r S U P E R -V A IA ) F o o d M a rk e ls  in A 'e m o n  and Ke low na 
arc fr ie n d ly  ‘ ‘ l lo h ic  O w ned”  |■(Hld'Sttties, 'I he l.u id , tlie  hu ik lings  
and the tw o  hiisinesses arc owned eom p le ic ly  hy O kanagan residents. 
The  V e rn o n  a iu l KchAvna Snpcr-Va lus were designetl to  give the n l-  
m ost case and convenienee fo r food sdioppcis now  and in  t lic T u tu re . 
H o ih  are located in  the ycn ire  o f each c ity  vv iilt huge, free park ing  
nreasl 'l 'l ic y  i r e  tw o  o f a group ,of almost VO ii io d c ii i ,  !ll.<A ow ne il, 
prog’ ressivc food m arkets, W ith  i Iuh ' huge buying pow er, S’u | ie i'V a tn  
M ttics aie w e ll know n  fo r  selling at livw. eom petd ive  prices, )■.vely 
day ii io rc  and m o re  food s lioppe is a 'e  In rn ing  to  .Siipei V a in  lo r* a il 
the ir fo<nl neetls. '1 hey know  that S u p e i- \ 'a lu  ‘ c lls  qua lity, ii ie n  ha ii ' 
disc' at c o m i)c t it i\e  prices m itls l' pleasant, e o n s e iiu itt s u n itt t iid lit!" .
